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Abstract

Traditionally, the electricity system is oriented top-down and buildings are just energy consumers. Since electricity is expensive to store, supply and demand have to be balanced at all times. In the nearby future, the electricity system must be able to cope with an increase in intermittent decentralized energy production. Also, ongoing electrification is expected to contribute to an increase in demand. Demand side management and control is needed to ensure reliability of supply at acceptable costs.

Buildings can be a part of the solution as they can offer flexibility in energy consumption and/or production. By enabling flexible control of processes on the building premises, the building can provide balancing services and respond to congestion problems in the power system, while user comfort can be guaranteed.

For the engineering company BAM Techniek, it is of importance to know how the integration of such smart grid technologies in buildings can contribute to (energy) service provision. This study focusses on the enabling of flexibility in energy consumption and generation, while comfort is guaranteed. The project aims to create a framework that enables flexible control of building processes, and analyses of the potential value of flexibility in office buildings. The proposed framework consists of a technical solution, and an analysis of the economical benefits.

Priority based control is introduced to enable flexible control of building processes. The concept is capable of prioritizing the energy consumption of processes, and controlling the consumption depending on the needs of the electricity market. An empty office has for instance, a low priority to consume energy. User needs are integrated in the prioritization mechanisms. This mechanism ensures that processes stay within the allowed bandwidth, while providing flexibility to the power system. Since the priority based control connects the end user needs to the market needs, a bi-directional flow of information is required.

The Eneco World Office is used to perform a building case study to test the technological framework. Three sources of flexibility are investigated: decentralized climate systems, electric vehicles, and a sensible heat buffer. Results show that the amount of available flexibility depends mainly on load profiles and comfort settings. Electric vehicles and the sensible heat buffer provide significant amounts of flexibility. The flexibility in decentralized climate systems is limited since the room air temperature responds relatively fast to changes in settings and comfort boundaries are quickly met. The long term effect of storage in the building inertia should however be investigated further.

Economical benefits can be created by using the variation in costs on the wholesale market caused by market volatility. When flexibility is used to contribute to the balance in a portfolio of buildings, the imbalance can be reduced, which leads to a reduction in costs. Finally, flexibility can contribute to a reduction in peak demand of buildings, leading to cost savings in the network connection.

The need for smart grids is growing, while energy services are becoming more important in the built environment. Considering the potential value of smart grid services in the built environment and the market size, it is evident that the developing smart grid market presents opportunities for BAM Techniek. The provision of flexibility services can be a valuable addition to the energy services portfolio.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Transitions in the energy and construction sectors are leading to new opportunities for energy service provision in buildings, as the smart grid paradigm is adopted. What can smart grid developments offer to buildings, while considering the needs of the building owner and users? And what can buildings offer to the smart grid? This chapter includes an introduction to the performed study, the methodology and the goals.

1.1 Background

Two major forces are currently influencing the building industry: The crisis in the construction sector and the energy transition. The crisis in the construction sector leads to a need to change building construction and exploitation practices [1]. To be able to compete in the future, companies active in the construction sector have to offer solutions that satisfy stakeholder desires during the whole life cycle of the building. Functional flexibility and lifecycle costs are important themes. Increased performance in terms of energy and comfort means that a service orientation is required to fulfil the needs of the building users and owners.

The changes in the construction sector offer new opportunities for companies active in the built environment to expand their activities by offering new services related to energy, and comfort optimization [2]. Buildings are responsible for 30-40% of the primary energy demand [3]. As such, energy efficiency is an important performance aspect. The demand for long term performance guarantees leads to risks. Capital intensive assets are located on the client premises, where multiple processes may influence each other's services. Other risks include the uncertain lifecycle performance of the building components and volatile energy prices.

Meanwhile, the energy sector is in a phase of transition. Concerns about growing energy demand in relation to security of supply, energy costs and environmental issues have led to a growing interest in renewable energy systems [4]. It is expected that in 2030, 8.6% of the global electricity consumption will be generated from non-hydro sustainable sources [4], while EU targets for 2020 are for a 20% share of renewable energy [5]. It is expected that a large part of the renewable energy will be produced from decentralized sources [6]. In the nearby future, the grid must be able to cope with large amounts of intermittent-, decentralized energy production and demand. The intermittent nature of sustainable energy sources will lead to a loss of system flexibility in terms of generation control and balancing potential [6,7]. At the same time, ongoing electrification is expected to contribute to an increase in demand [8,9].

Traditionally, the energy market has a top down orientation in which consumers have limited influence. Production was demand-based and controlled through adjusting the production from large central generation units. Such a rigid structure will not suffice for the future: meeting the (technical) demands for transport capacity and reserve power will become increasingly costly as electricity demand increases and the share of intermittent generators grows. Demand side management (DSM) and control is needed to ensure reliability of supply at acceptable costs.

Buildings can be a part of the solution to these challenges, as they can offer flexibility in energy consumption and/or production. Buildings are becoming integrated parts of the energy infrastructure, actively trading on the energy markets. This integration of buildings in the energy system and the ability to interact with other stakeholders requires an ‘upgrade’ of the energy infrastructure, to enable bi-directional power and information flow.

The “smart grid” describes the evolution of the energy infrastructure needed to be able to provide services like local production- and demand flexibility.
The expected paradigm shift related to the adoption of smart grid technologies in the energy market offers opportunities for companies as new market roles emerge, and the relations between stakeholders change. New services can be developed for building- and asset management as the energy sector becomes a more important stakeholder in the built environment. In the building industry, increased energy efficiency and comfort demands lead to a more service oriented industry in which the smart grid will play an important role in order to optimize performance and minimize costs.

1.2 Context

Interaction between buildings and the smart grid requires the exchange of signals between different stakeholders and the establishment of control strategies that optimize services for all stakeholders without compromising basic constraints. Participating on energy markets introduces challenges in the buildings as energy costs may not be the only important value for building owners and users. One of the important questions therefore regards what the smart grid can offer to buildings.

While interaction with the grid may contribute to local cost optimization, flexibility could be offered to external parties so they are able to operate more effectively. Parties active on the energy markets have, for instance, the responsibility to provide balance supply and demand and behave according to a planning. When considering responsibilities such as balancing, one of the important questions is what services the building can offer to the smart grid and what the value of these values is.

The smart grid is an essential evolution of the energy infrastructure to ensure stable and affordable energy supply in the future. However, diverging technological developments, costs uncertainties, changing markets and the lack of general design- and technology frameworks pose major challenges for the implementation of smart grid concepts and the development of successful business cases [6,7].

Part of this study is linked to a project that aims to demonstrate the implementation of smart grid services and the related business cases in the Eneco World Office (EWO). The project is executed by the Smart Energy Collective (SEC) which consists of companies related to the built environment, energy services and ICT who want to take an integrated, cooperative approach in developing smart grid services and systems. SEC initiated five demonstration locations, one of which is focused on offices (EWO). Here, BAM Techniek, Eneco, Priva and GEN are investigating opportunities to shift energy demand to gain advantages on the market [10].

1.3 Concept

The interaction between the building and its environment will become more important in the future, as the boundary between the building installations and the grid infrastructure disappears. For a building to participate in the energy market, the building needs to respond to market needs. By enabling flexible control of processes on the building premises, the building can provide balancing services and respond to congestion problems in the transport system, while building performance can be guaranteed. To enable flexible operation, the building's inertia could for instance be used to postpone consumption. Priority based control, in which energy consumption is prioritized within allowable comfort bandwidths depending on immediate and future needs, is an example of a control type that could be used to enable flexible operation.
1.4 Main questions in this study

This study focusses on the development of a building management solution that enables flexibility in the energy consumption and/or production of buildings, thereby providing value for the user and to the electrical energy system.

For BAM Techniek, it is of importance to know how the integration of smart grid technology in buildings can contribute to service provision, and if this leads to feasible business cases. Therefore, a framework for enabling flexible control of buildings needs to be developed, as well as methods for analysing flexibility and the potential value of these services. Central questions in this study are:

a. How can flexibility in energy consumption and generation be enabled with priority based control while efficiency and comfort are guaranteed?

b. What assets and protocols are required to manage the interaction with the power system, and what signals need to be exchanged with whom?

c. What services can be offered when connecting buildings to energy markets?

d. What is the value of these services when considering different stakeholders and their interests?

This study will lead to a framework for a flexible energy management solution for office buildings. The analysis of flexibility and value is an important part of the study, and provides the basis for a business plan and analysis tools for flexibility evaluation.

1.5 Objectives

The objectives of the technological design study are threefold, focusing on technical design, demonstration and value creation. The objectives of this study are:

- Establish a design for a control framework that enables flexibility in the energy consumption and/or production of office buildings.
- Demonstrate the developed framework in a building case study.
- Develop business cases for the purpose of integrating flexibility services in energy service provision.

1.6 Methodology

An overview of the methodology is included in figure 1 (page 4). First, a literature survey was conducted to investigate smart grid design principles and the current smart grid projects. Furthermore, building management systems and comfort aspects were investigated. The design of the framework to enable flexible control is based on the analysis of stakeholder needs (expert opinion) and prior research findings.

The EWO is used as building case study to test the technological framework for enabling flexibility. After the initial literature survey, the installations and energy flows of the EWO have been analysed. The analysis consisted of an energy audit (visit and interviews), analysis of energy profiles, and analysis of installations that are currently present in the building. Sources of flexibility were selected based on the expected flexibility potential and controllability. A balance between learning goals of partners in the SEC project, applicability, and the time horizon influenced this choice.

For the purpose of analysing the available flexibility in the EWO, process models were derived for decentralized heating/cooling, sensible energy storage and electric vehicle charging. The models are needed for flexibility analysis, and for real-time control. A first order approach was chosen to offer low computational complexity and scalability. Process models were initially built in Excel to ensure simplicity and compatibility with current processes at BAM. It was found that for a priori analysis of the flexibility of climate systems, full dynamic modelling environment should be used to provide more insight of the influence
of flexibility on building operation. Such models are computationally intensive, but offer a more insight in the long term effects of heat storage on the energy efficiency, flexibility and user comfort. For a real-world implementation, the simplified process models can be used. The Excel model results have been compared to ESP-r results (dynamic building simulation tool) for validation purposes.

Figure 1: Research methodology.

The value of flexibility is determined by comparing the available flexibility to electricity market prices. A Matlab implementation (based on the Excel models) was developed to test optimization methods which are needed to find the most cost effective moments to use flexibility. Optimization strategies based on linear dynamic programming have been used to analyse potential value of the flexibility. For energy forecasting purposes, several predictive schemes have been tested. The final forecasting method is based on artificial neural network methods.

The technological design for the flexible control of building processes consists of the process models and the optimization methods. The technological framework is based on existing smart grid control concepts and proven technologies found in literature. This includes the design elements as derived from the stakeholder analysis, and prior research. The unique value for BAM is in the process models and translation between aggregated signals and control signals. Attention was given to the boundary conditions needed for implementation; ICT infrastructure and hardware. Initial interfacing designs and protocols have been developed for integrating the framework in the building. Separate modules are suggested containing process models, general energy demand forecasting and optimization components. The modules can be separately developed and integrated in agents for implementation.

The economical value of flexibility is determined by the smart grid markets. The economic potential of flexibility also depends on the required investment, market opportunities in the built environment and possible services offerings. Therefore, a market analysis has been performed. It was concluded that flexibility services offer value in combination with energy trade and other 'smart services', such as continuous commissioning and monitoring. The technological framework and business cases will be tested in the EWO in 2014.

1.7 Scope

The project aim is to develop a framework that enables flexible control and to determine the potential value of flexibility services. This requires investigation of current technologies, required partners, analysis methods, and control concepts. An office building interacting with the markets and its immediate environment will be considered. The technical design of the electricity infrastructure is not part of this study and will not be considered in detail. The framework will be based on existing technologies and protocols, although the forecasting models and the implementation will be newly designed.
The implementation of the framework is not part of the goal of this project; this requires extensive ICT knowledge, which is beyond the scope of this project. Implementation of the flexibility control system is envisioned to take place in the case study building in 2014. The technological design will consist of a framework for enabling flexibility and methods for analysing flexibility.

1.8 Structure of the report

In Chapter 2, a more detailed overview of the Dutch electricity market and the user needs is provided as basis for the technological design. Furthermore, current smart grid related projects and developments in building management systems are introduced. Besides the costs of electricity, also the potential value of flexibility on the markets is introduced. Chapter 2 provides the context for the design. Chapter 3 contains the framework to enable flexible operation of processes (sub questions a and b). The chapter starts with the design aspects and requirements. Next, the concept of priority based control is introduced. Finally, the required infrastructure is discussed. A building case study has been performed based on the technology framework, which is introduced in chapter 4 (sub question b, c and d). The valuation/optimisation methods are demonstrated in chapter 4 based on market. In chapter 5, the market opportunities for smart grid service provision is discussed. A further discussion is done in chapter 6. Conclusions and recommendations for BAM are included in chapters 7 and 8 respectively. This report is publicly available, details about the models, optimisation and business cases are therefore not included.


Chapter 2:
The energy and building services sectors

The framework to enable flexible control of building processes is developed in the context of office buildings and the electrical power supply. In order to investigate the potential value of flexibility and to design an effective management concept, an analysis of the stakeholder needs, the current markets, and developments is required. In this chapter the energy and building services markets and changes in these markets are discussed. Based on the analysis of the electricity markets, the economical value of flexibility is introduced.

2.1 Stakeholder needs

The built environment is a complex area involving many stakeholders. Buildings form the backbone of our culture and economy and as such, are of importance to everybody. The functions of buildings address basic needs such as shelter and safety, as well as providing community value and identity. Buildings represent a high social and economic value. The value perception is however different for each stakeholder. Users and other stakeholders need to be taken into account for successful adoption smart grid technologies [11,12]. The challenge is to provide high value for all stakeholders. Important stakeholders in the building service sector are included in figure 2.

Figure 2: Representation of stakeholders in the building energy services sector.

2.1.1 Needs in the built environment

People spend over 80% of their time inside buildings [13]. For end-users residing in the built environment, comfort is one of the primary values a building should offer. Comfort is a complex aspect influenced by, for example, spatial qualities, service provision and user interaction (more details are presented in section 3.1). End-users are however not the only stakeholders on the building premises.

For a business operating from an office building, energy costs (~15€/m².yr) are low compared to their total expenses; in stark contrast, employee costs are more significant (~210€/m².yr) (1). The efficiency of employees is therefore more important than energy costs. Building comfort

(1) Based on average energy consumption of offices [14], average salary costs for companies in the Netherlands [15] and a low office occupation (20m² per person).
influences working efficiency and should therefore be an important value for stakeholders in the building. Furthermore, operational efficiency and reliability are important as the building supports the core business of its occupants.

For other stakeholders in the built environment, such as building owners or capital providers, total value of ownership is one of the most important aspect since they carry financial risks. For those entities, total value of ownership is important. The known concept of total cost of ownership (TCO) considers the total cost over ownership whereas ‘total value of ownership’ (TVO) also considers qualitative aspects like contributions to image, property value and other benefits that influence the value of an investment.

An overview of stakeholder needs and an indication of the expected value perception based on expert opinions is included in figure 3. In this figure, various values that can be provided by building automation and smart grid concepts are presented horizontally. Vertically, stakeholders in the built environment and energy sectors are presented. A darker colour indicates the value is considered to be more relevant for the specific stakeholder.

![Figure 3: Value perception of different stakeholders in the office environment. The columns present potential values of smart services in and around buildings.](image)

From the analysis of the value perceptions, it becomes clear that the risk owners, which are mainly the capital providers and asset owners, have a high regard for economical value whereas the asset users have a high regard for services. End-users value the potential benefits for their working environment, while tenants have a higher regard for values that contribute to management and cost reductions. The local government is interested in social value, area cohesion and land value. It can be concluded that there is a mismatch between value perception of the risk owners and the value perception of the users.

In order to satisfy all stakeholder needs, services that can attribute to the needs of the energy system, financial risk owners, tenants and end-users is required. This can be reached by providing services to users while reducing risks for capital providers and assets owners.
2.1.2 Needs in the energy sector

The energy sector is challenged with guaranteeing a reliable supply, and keeping energy affordable [16]. Traditionally, buildings are just energy consuming ‘loads’ for the energy sector. The electricity supply infrastructure is designed to be a one-way system that is centrally controlled depending on the demand.

The traditional organization of the power system leads to challenges in the future. Ongoing electrification is expected to contribute to an increase in the demand [8,9]. Increase in demand and integration of decentralized, intermittent generation challenges the operation of the power system with potential congestion and imbalances leading to high costs and possibly to instability. These are not challenges for the long term future; problems already occur in areas with high PV penetration [17] and peaks in wind production are, for example, leading to negative prices [18].

Flexibility on the demand side can contribute to ensure reliable operation at acceptable costs. Using flexibility on the demand side, consumption can be reduced when supply is low or when there is congestion in the grid. This way, the demand side contributes to balance and capacity management. This may reduce operational costs and the need for investments in grid reinforcements.

2.2 The electricity market

An understanding of the electricity system is required to be able to provide in the needs for the electricity system. The traditional physical supply chain consist of production, transmission, distribution, supply and consumption (see figure 4). The energy market in the Netherlands is liberalized and market roles (e.g. transport and supply) are unbundled. Since the availability of the energy system is of key importance for the economy, the market is regulated.

![Figure 4: Schematic overview of electricity system including decentralized production facilities.](image)

2.2.1 Operation of the electrical power system

Since storing electricity is not economical, demand and supply need to be balanced at all times. Imbalances can be caused by differences in output compared to set-points of thermal plants, by differences in consumption patterns and by output from intermittent energy sources such as wind- and solar generators.

Tennet acts as transmission system operator (TSO) and is the authorized entity to market balancing services for maintaining balance in the area for which it is responsible, i.e. the Netherlands. Three balancing mechanisms ensure reliable operation of the power system: primary-, secondary- and tertiary control. Primary control is fast responding control of generation units which is automatically activated to stabilize frequency after a contingency event. The large, interconnected power system remains in balance through this primary frequency control. For energy producers it is mandatory to maintaining primary reserve capabilities.
Secondary control (regulating reserve), is governed by the TSO and is activated by load frequency control when there are imbalances. Tertiary systems for reserve and emergency power are activated manually and are activated for longer periods. Secondary- and tertiary control actions are also called frequency restoration reserves [19]. Apart from the balance control, load shedding schemes can be applied during times of grid congestion.

Program responsible market parties (PRP) have the responsibility to maintain a balance in demand and supply for each settlement period. The settlement period, called a program time unit (PTU), is 15 minutes. Each day is thus divided in 96 PTU’s. During operation, the TSO monitors system balance in real-time and adjusts for imbalances. Therefore, the TSO contracts regulating reserves on an imbalance market, which is governed by the TSO. Market parties can place bids for regulating and/or reserve capacity on the imbalance market, to contribute to system balancing. The PRP’s use information from TSO to contribute to balancing by solving their own imbalance, accepting adjustments from Tennet on the imbalance market or creating an internal imbalance in the opposite direction of the system imbalance (which is also rewarded) [19]. An example of the imbalance market clearing is provided in figure 6.

After clearing of the markets, PRP’s send an e-program, containing the consumption/generation planning for the next day per PTU, to the TSO. During operation, PRP’s are required to follow the planning. Costs for correcting actions are retrieved by penalties for the parties that cause the imbalances. The realized value is calculated after each control period.

The economic operation of the grid is separated from the technical operation of the grid. Energy producers and suppliers, which are not necessarily PRP’s, can trade electricity on the future and spot markets [20]. Futures are traded on the ENDEX market. Prices for the short term are settled on the day-ahead spot market. An example of the clearing of the spot market (the APX) is provided in figure 7.

The economic operation of the electricity infrastructure is included in figure 5 (based on [21]). Besides trading on the market or purchasing energy at suppliers, large consumers can buy directly with producers using ‘over the counter’ (OTC) contracts.

While the TSO is responsible for bulk transmission and system control, electricity distribution is managed by the distribution service operator (DSO). The DSO operates the distribution network and provides the connection for electricity suppliers and producers. A service fee is charged to users of the network.
2.2.2 Electricity market prices

The prices on the day-ahead spot markets vary each hour (4 PTU’s), depending on the demand/supply on the market. Similar to the financial or resource markets, forward contracts are available on the future market (ENDEX) while short term provisions are available on the spot market (APX) [19,20].

Prices on the ENDEX are generally more stable compared to the sport market (APX) prices. Trading on the wholesale energy markets requires a subscription with the TSO and implies balance responsibility. Trading via a broker is also possible. When trading via a broker, a fee of 0.5-2€/MWh is charged to cover the trade risks. For 2011, the average spot-market price (APX) was 0.052€/kWh (0.07€/kWh peak, 0.04€/kWh off peak, also see figure 6). Extensive strategies for optimal energy trade can be pursued by trading futures and/or anticipating to the imbalance markets. Often, base load is contracted bilaterally or on the future market while the variable consumption is purchased on the APX market.

It is expected that the markets will become more volatile as the share of intermitted generators increases and the electrification continues. The average price is however expected to reduce [23]. The imbalance markets will become more important as volatility increases. Responding to imbalance (by adjusting consumption or generation) can be profitable while causing imbalance can be costly as the prices on the imbalance market range from 0.1 €/kWh to 0.4 €/kWh (see figure 7).

The Dutch market is coupled to the French, Belgian, English, German, Luxembourguian and Scandinavian markets [23]. Supply and demand in those areas influences Dutch energy prices. This means that peaks in German PV and wind production are felt in the Dutch market as well [17,23]. Even when the adoption of sustainable energy in the Netherlands would be
slower than expected, the influence of countries with considerable shares of intermittent generation such as Germany (Wind and PV) and Denmark (Wind) leads to increased market volatility in the Netherlands.

Prices for end users differ from the market prices and do usually not vary during the day (except for day/night tariffs). The costs for end consumers consists of energy supply costs, network costs and taxes (~50%). Large consumers also pay for power consumption in form of a contracted capacity (€/kW) and a separate charge for the actual peak they create. Energy costs for consumers have steadily increased over the past decades [15]. In 2013, energy prices have fallen slightly due to low interest rates, which reduced investment costs for DSO’s, who were then forced to reduce their tariffs for the coming years [24]. Future end-user energy prices depend on government policy, network costs, market volatility and resource prices.

2.3.3 Legislation changes
In most EU countries, the energy market is liberalized based on EU directives. The market is heavily regulated to ensure high reliability of this complex technical system. The most important legislation for the energy sector in the Netherlands is called ‘Elektriciteitswet 1998’ (electricity law 1998) [25]. The law regulates both energy supply and the infrastructure.

The Dutch law is constantly evolving to facilitate the energy transition; these changes offer opportunities for energy service provision. The most relevant changes for ‘buildings which are active on the energy markets’ are the introduction of the ‘direct line’ and ‘unlimited netting’ [25].

The unlimited netting act influences energy consumers that have generation facilities. When injecting on-site generated energy into the grid, consumers have the ability to deduct the amount of injected energy from the energy consumption (netting). With the new legislation, it becomes more economically attractive to install larger generation systems in buildings.

The direct line describes a direct connection between the generator and the consumer. With a direct line an owner of PV may, for instance, feed energy to tenants in an apartment building without involvement of the DSO. Distribution costs and energy tax can be avoided in that case. The combination of the ‘direct line’ and ‘unlimited netting’ offer possibilities for decentralized energy initiatives.

2.2.4 New market roles
With the adoption of the smart grid paradigm, new market roles become available. On the demand side, the customer takes on an active role as the he starts producing energy and/or has the ability to respond to market signals (e.g. demand response). The consumer thus becomes a ‘prosumer’ [21,23].

To create value on the energy market, the aggregation of small-scale decentralized resources like PV panels and demand response capabilities is possible [26]. Using a portfolio of such generators/loads, the aggregator can engage in trade and manage the resources in name of the owners. The ‘aggregator’ and ‘prosumers’ roles are added to the roles presented in figure 5.

2.3 Economical value of flexibility in the electricity system
There are multiple ways to use flexibility in consumption/production in buildings. The economical value of flexibility is, depending on the application, determined by the markets. Flexible energy consumption of processes in office buildings can provide value for the energy sector by contributing to balancing supply and demand, and by contributing to congestion management. This translates to economical value on the energy markets. From the building perspective, contracted power might be reduced and energy can be purchased at optimal times.
With optimal purchase schemes in which energy is bought at optimal moments, the market volatility is used to gain a financial advantage (see figure 6). From a comparison of on- and off-peak prices on the sport markets, it can be concluded that an advantage of 0.04€/kWh can be reached [20].

When flexibility is used to balance a portfolio, the portfolio imbalance and deviation from the e-program can be reduced. Flexibility can be offered to a PRP through contracting. A temporary reduction of demand can be seen as negative production and is as such equally valuable as additional generation capacity. The value of providing reserve power on the imbalance market is approximately 0.05 €/kW. This number is based on the analysis of assumed imbalances and imbalance clearance data from Tenne [22]. The estimation is supported by analyses found in literature [27].

Finally, flexibility can contribute to congestion management and the reduction of peak demand of buildings. Large consumers pay a tariff for the distribution grid depending on the contracted capacity and on the peak that is actually created. Flexibility can be used to reduce this peak which leads to lower costs for peak power. The value is between 11 and 18 €/kW depending on the contract and size of the connection (based on existing contracts).

2.4 The building services sector

The building services sector provides building systems and services such as maintenance and energy management. The services aim to provide comfort and energy efficient operation of the building installations. The crisis in the construction sector has led to a decrease in investments, difficulties in attracting capital and increased demands for performance in terms of energy efficiency and comfort. Since this performance needs to be guaranteed, energy management and monitoring is becoming more important for the sector.

The integration of services like continuous commissioning, monitoring and energy management is a response to the market needs. Flexibility in consumption can contribute to these services by assuring effective and efficient operation of buildings. The former is based on providing energy where and when it is needed while the latter is based on reducing energy consumption when it is not needed and the use of predictive control schemes for efficiency purposes.

2.4.1 Energy service models

New models are developed to meet new market requirements. Upcoming service models include the ‘energy service company’ (ESCo) and the public private partnership (PPP).

In ESCo’s, the benefits of refurbishment leading to reduction in energy costs is shared among stakeholders, while limited or no investment from the end-user is needed [28]. This gives an incentive for ESCo’s to provide high performance. In PPP’s capital is partly brought in by the authorities, and partly by private companies. Long term service provision like commissioning and energy supply in the public domain [29].

Integration of smart grid services, like demand side management, can be a diversification of the activities already offered in ESCo and PPP structures.

2.4.2 Technological development of building management systems

Building management systems (BMS) need to optimize energy production, consumption and storage for the client in relation to comfort, costs and other potential optimization targets. Most buildings constructed after 2000 have automated, digital control and are easily adaptable for communication and control from a remote site [30].

BMS are becoming more advanced as more sensoring and computational power is becoming available [31]. Local optimizations that include generation and load prediction, comfort optimization and costs optimizations are at the forefront of developments. BMS’s move from
an ‘automated’ to an ‘advanced’ type of control, which includes prediction and agent-based optimization strategies [31,32]. The next step will involve integrated control, which enables interaction with the environment and exchange of services with the smart grid.

2.4.3 Integration of smart grid concepts in building management systems

With the development of smart grids, the integration of smart grid technology in the BMS becomes relevant. Demand side management (DSM) applications can be integrated with the BMS to contribute to overall grid balancing while operating the building efficiently. DSM strategies include multi-agent based strategies [33-38] but also other strategies based on predictive control [39-42], or game theory [43]. For demand and supply management, PowerMatcher [8, 44-46] is one of the prominent control concepts.

PowerMatcher is a distributed energy system architecture and communication protocol, which facilitates implementation of standardized, scalable smart grids, that can include both conventional and renewable energy sources. PowerMatcher technology optimizes the potential for aggregated individual electricity producing and consuming devices to adjust their operation in order to increase the overall match between (electrical) energy production and consumption [8]. One of the alternatives for the PowerMatcher is the Intelligator which is priority- instead of market based [47-49]. Further details are included in section 3.3.

Development of smart grid applications for energy management is not limited to BMS and DSM. Aggregation of resources in so called ‘virtual power plants’ (VPP) is given much attention in research, DSM control concepts could be used to manage such an aggregation effectively, providing opportunities to fulfil the envisioned aggregator role [26, 50-53]. Concepts such as PowerMatcher and Intelligator can also be used in VPP operation.

2.5 Smart grid projects

The technical needs and economic opportunities result in numerous smart grid related projects that are being developed. Currently, many projects are in demonstration phases. Projects focus on grid operation, balancing supply and demand and integration of ICT. Given the changing market roles, projects also experiment with business concepts [21].

On global level, there is a large effort to develop smart grids. Organizations like the International Energy Agency, European technology platforms, and US Department of Energy have extensive smart grid related programs. In Europe, smart grid research is included in the Horizon 2020 programme [54]. Also, China, India, Brazil, Australia and Japan invest heavily in smart grid technology and research [55]. In this report, the focus is on the domestic (Dutch) market. Therefore, the overview of projects will focus on initiatives in the Netherlands.

In the Netherlands, energy is one of the ‘top sectors’, meaning the energy sector is identified as one of the seven main pillars/ growth opportunities for the Dutch economy. The top sector policy intends to focus research and development efforts by stimulating knowledge exchange, innovation and investments [56]. Figure 8 includes a timeline as developed by the top sector ‘energy’ for smart grid development [57].
Subsidies are available for project development and innovation (IPIN) [58]. Twelve projects received IPIN subsidy in 2012. Subsidized projects include; the ‘Smart Energy Collective’ [10], ‘Intelligent heating grid Delft’ [59], Couperus [60], Modienet [61], PowerMatching City [46], ‘Neighborhood of tomorrow’ [62], Evander [56], ‘Self-sufficient Heijplaat’ [56], Cloud Power Texel [63], ‘Intelligent nets; Zeewolde energy transition’ [56], ‘Your energy moment’ [64] and ‘DC-net in the Haarlemmermeer’ [61].

One of the main focus areas of smart grid development is demand and supply balancing. PowerMatching City was the first ‘live’ project in Europe on balancing supply and demand in a smart grid environment. Field tests using PowerMatcher technology have yielded good results on load balancing and peak reduction [8, 44-46]. Based on the experience and results from the initial demonstration, a new project based on the PowerMatching City is granted, focussing on the end-user and up scaling. In the Couperus project, the PowerMatcher concept will be implemented in 300 homes in The Hague [60].

Another example of a large project that aims to gain experience with technical, economical and social options for creating flexibility and increased sustainability is ‘Your Energy Moment’ (YEM) [64]. As part of YEM, 250 houses in Zwolle and Breda will be integrated in a smart grid. The project presented in this work differs from most demonstration projects since it focusses on offices specifically.

Besides programs on national level, various regional initiatives exist [57]. ‘Energy Valley’ aims, for instance, to exchange knowledge and develop demonstration project in the north of the Netherlands. Furthermore, there are examples of international cooperation. The e-harbours project, for example, aims to develop smart grids in European harbours including supply and demand matching (Antwerp), E- monitoring and demand side management (Hamburg) and insight in emissions and waste (Uddevalla) [65]. Other participants include Amsterdam and Zaanstad in the Netherlands.

For the future, more demonstration projects are expected. New projects that are under development include ‘Energie van de Veenkolonieën’ (energy from the peat colonies’) which aims to integrate 400 houses in a living lab [66] and ‘Meppel energie’ (Meppel energy) which will feature the first commercial hybrid heat network with 3400 homes [67].

### 2.6 Required technological and process innovation

Although there are many smart grid related developments, there are still challenges remaining. This paragraph introduces some of the complexities in smart grid design and some of the remaining challenges.

Smart grid design is a complex task given the stakeholder relationships in the power system and the built environment (see figure 2). Cooperation is needed to be able to cope with the
complexity of smart grid design [11,12]. In order to meet the design challenges, reference architectures for service provision and system development have been proposed. The M490 scheme is proposed by Siemens [68] to be used as framework for smart grid design. No generally accepted framework containing business development, system interfacing and system development does however exist. This leads to uncertainties in project development and implementation of smart grid technologies. An important challenge remains the enabling the right framework or system design for flexible control to provide smart grid services in office buildings.

While the M490 model focuses on the design phase, the USEF (universal smart energy framework) specifically considers the market (business layer in M490). The USEF framework is a part of the SEC project and aims to describe the new market roles and types of service provision [10]. One of the challenges, is finding out what the role companies active in the building services sector can take in this framework (technically and commercially).

In order to be able to provide flexibility services, and develop feasible business cases, processes for determining the flexibility ‘a-priori’ and frameworks that enable flexible control are needed. In an office environment, smart grid services need to be integrated in the BMS. In the remainder of this report a technological framework for integration flexible control in office buildings is introduced.

![Figure 9: M490 reference model for smart grid design and integration [68].](image-url)
Chapter 3: Integration of smart grid services in office buildings

The technological framework required to provide flexibility services is introduced in this chapter. With priority based control, flexibility in energy consumption/production of processes can be enabled while respecting the needs of all stakeholders.

3.1 Providing and measuring comfort

The basic function of a building is to provide shelter and safety. An office building generally supports the company’s primary goals. The building should therefore contribute to personnel efficiency by offering a comfortable working environment. Comfort is a complex quality of a building; many psychological and physical processes may affect the perception of comfort. Automatic operation of buildings systems does not automatically lead to an optimal comfort situation [69]. The user should always be able to have a certain level of control over its own environment. Therefore, it is important that the user can influence the local climate, and that processes can react to the user needs. This requires a proactive system which anticipates events and adjusts to its environment.

The complexity of the environment and aspects that influence comfort do however lead to challenges. Efficient and comfortable operation of a building leads, for example, to multi-objective optimization problems. The ultimate goal for building comfort control is to provide a comfortable environment for all individuals efficiently and effectively. Efforts to integrate both optimal energy operation and comfort are based on multi-agent approaches [70] and predictive control schemes [36,39,40]. In the current study, the focus is on the economical operation, while maintaining comfort for the end-user. Therefore, measures for comfort are needed so control bandwidths for comfortable operation can be developed.

Figure 10: Example of PMV and PPD curves.

Several measures for the comfort in the indoor environment are used in the building services industry. The ‘predicted mean vote’ (PMV) and ‘percentage of people dissatisfied’ (PPD) are important measures for thermal comfort that are based on models, which are calibrated using empirical research. The experienced indoor climate is not only depending on air temperature: radiant temperature, air velocity and metabolic rates have a large effect on the experience of
climatic comfort [69]. An example of the PMV and PPD values as function of room and radiant temperatures is included in figure 10. In this figure, three cases are included. One case in which room and radiant temperatures are the same, a case with lower radiant temperature and a case with higher radiant temperature (∆T of -1 and ∆T of +1 respectively). Improved occupant comfort models are being developed since the PMV and PPD models fail to differentiate subpopulations and important driving mechanisms for thermal comfort [69,71,72]. The PMV and PPD measures can however, be used to include the expected effect on user comfort in the flexibility assessment process.

Apart from climate comfort, there are many more aspects that influence the overall comfort experience, such as lighting conditions, spatial quality and service availability. These aspects can be represented by comfort parameters, leading to an ‘overall comfort’ which can be included in the decision making functions of building management systems. In general, optimization problems can use comfort requirements as constrains (e.g. in [36,37]). A ‘total comfort measure’ can be constructed from individual comfort components (like climate and service availability) and meet a minimum requirement per room (as suggested in [70]). This is particularly useful for non-climate related process that provide flexibility.

To be able to offer flexibility while providing user comfort, a comfort bandwidth will be used. Hence, a specific set of ‘comfortable’ states is assumed. Later on, more advanced control schemes can be used which for instance include adaptive comfort [69]. The user can control the set-points of the system, and the system will try to stay within a bandwidth around this set-point. While postponing energy consumption can have a negative effect on user comfort, flexible operation of building systems can also contribute to user comfort as heating/cooling can, for example, anticipate user behaviour [70], and the required sensor networks contribute to optimal control and user feedback [69].

![Diagram](image-url)

*Figure 11: Design elements from various stakeholders that influence design requirements.*
3.2 Design elements

Design elements form the basis for requirements which depend on the specific application of the flexibility services (see figure 11). For the smart grid, integration issues include planning and legal frameworks issues [12]. Communication with stakeholders at the side of the power system therefore important for development of demand side management (DSM) applications. For smart grid design in general, dimensional complexity, technological complexity and stakeholder complexity result in challenges for the design [11]. Based on analysis of problem complexity and design methodology, P.F. Ribeiro et. al. [11] suggest several tools for ‘planning and design of smart grids’ based on philosophical considerations. Here, an effort is made to integrate the technological dimensions in the design framework. Design elements are based on current requirements and results of previous studies [8, 11, 12]. Arithmetic- (quantities), analytical- (logic, distinction), formative- (control and freedom), social- (interaction with systems and users), economical-, psychological- (human interaction), juridical- and trust dimensions are included.
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The level of service/comfort should be considered when offering flexibility; postponing energy consumption should not lead to a low comfort level or compromise the building’s basic functions. The user should have a level of control over the environment.

Efficient operation means getting maximum result with minimum effort (i.e. minimum energy consumption). Effective operation means spending your energy on the tasks that provide maximum benefit. Effective economical, and efficient energetic operation can be conflicting; a control system should be able to make informed decisions on effective operation and efficiency.

Data ownership is a major point of discussion when considering the future of the energy infrastructure and service provision. Advanced services can include exchange of signals from which sensitive information could be filtered. Recent discussions on data ownership, for instance with respect to the smart meter, has led to new European legislations [73]. Considering the ever increasing interconnectivity of society and economy, data ownership is expected to be an important element in future service provision. Data ownership can be managed by aggregation of data in which only the required information is passed on and detailed information about individual processes/entities is lost [8].

There are many stakeholders affecting building operation. As buildings have a long lifetime, changes in building function and systems should be expected. Also, different services can use the same sensory and communication infrastructures when interoperability (and ‘openness’) is included in the initial system design [8]. This reduces the cost of refurbishments and enables expansion of services without the requirement to redesign the control infrastructure.

A building may contain hundreds of zones/rooms and thousands of processes. Furthermore, when considering portfolio optimization, the solution may need to communicate and cooperate with other buildings. The control solution should be scalable, without an exponential increase in computational requirements.
Market integration

The specific application of the design requires exchange of information with the electricity markets. This requirement makes this implementation different from optimal solutions that focus on efficiency and comfort within the building [70, 32] and makes it more similar to DSM mechanisms [41,42].

3.3 Evaluating flexibility

Being able to express the flexibility ‘a priori’ is important in project acquisition and design stages as the potential economical value and risks need to be clear. A flexibility analysis can be performed to get a sense of the available flexibility, potential of different flexibility sources and the main sensitivities of the flexibility. A standardized method for flexibility analysis has been developed and depicted in figure 12.

![Figure 12: Process for evaluating building flexibility.](image)

3.3.1 Sources of flexibility

Processes of which the energy consumption can be postponed without compromising the basic functions can provide flexibility. In buildings, several processes can become ‘sources of flexibility’ when either a buffer is present, or processes are shiftable. The building thermal mass can be used as intrinsic buffer, a battery can store electric energy, and some processes can be temporarily interrupted. Figure 13 (next page) presents an overview of flexibility sources on different levels in the building [74].

The potential energy storage (kWh) and power flexibility (kW) differ per process. General values for available storage capacity for various sources are provided in table 1 (next page). The values of table 1 are based on general indicators of different technologies/ materials of which the average is presented. The amount of available flexibility is sensitive to form factors, user profiles, installations. Therefore, the available flexibility cannot be fully characterized without a detailed case study.

There is a difference between the potential- and realistic (usable) flexibility in a building. The amount of flexibility that can be used depends on desired comfort levels and the building’s sensor and actuator network. High resolution of measurements improves controllability and predictability of flexibility.
Figure 13: Sources of flexibility depending in the location on the building premises, based on [74].

Table 1: Potential sources of flexibility in office buildings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of flexibility</th>
<th>Buffer</th>
<th>Energy density</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Time constant (τ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Electric buffering</td>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>176 kWh/m³</td>
<td>Order of W to MW</td>
<td>1 hour to 10 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal buffering</td>
<td>Building thermal mass</td>
<td>0.4 kWh/m³°C</td>
<td>3-10W/m²</td>
<td>12 hours to several days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Room space (air)</td>
<td>0.00027 kWh/m³°C</td>
<td>13-26W/m²</td>
<td>6-10 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical buffer</td>
<td>1.16 kWh/m³°C (water)</td>
<td>0.001-10MW</td>
<td>Depending on power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ground storage</td>
<td>30-40 kWh/m³</td>
<td>Heat exchanger dependent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shiftable loads</td>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5-1.5 W/m²</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(batch process or other types of buffering)</td>
<td>Irrigation/ supply of flow commodities</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Order of kW</td>
<td>Batch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Waste treatment</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Order of kW</td>
<td>Batch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.3.2 Expressing flexibility

The amount of flexibility is characterized by the power ($P$, in Watts) and the horizon over which the flexibility is available ($t$ in minutes). Flexibility can be seen as a resource that can be consumed. After a time $t$, energy has to be consumed to guarantee comfort, and the flexibility is depleted. The resource can be expressed in a single quantity (relation) that contains power, duration and depletion information (kWh over time) [75]. A time constant ($\tau$ in seconds) can be useful to characterize the system inertia. The time constant $\tau$ is defined as the time a system takes to reach 63.2% of its final value in response to a step in the input signal. Heating thermal mass takes, for instance, a long time (high $\tau$) which indicates that it takes time before the mass heats up and affects the surrounding environment while restoration of the flexibility resource is slow. Time constants are included in table 1.

3.3.3 Analysis of the available flexibility

Processes are modelled to be able to provide an expectation of the required energy consumption of the process. This is required to provide insight in the flexibility that a process offers. Simulations are performed for relevant time horizons, which can range from minutes to multiple days, to determine the minimum amount of energy needed to guarantee comfort at the lower bandwidth. A second simulation is performed to find the maximum energy that can be consumed. A third simulation can be performed for the ‘business as usual’ case to express flexibility as function of normal energy demand.

![Figure 14: Schematic representation of process models. Process models are used to generate minimum and maximum energy consumption for the process for the relevant time horizon.](image)

There are different modelling approaches that can be used in such simulations. The available information, computational requirements, resolution and information determine how a model is designed. For the current study, the models are data driven; generating state forecasts based on historical values and sensor input. Efforts are made to keep computational requirements low, which benefits scalability. For each process that provides flexibility, a ‘process model’ is developed.

Process models (see figure 14) have been developed for room temperature control, electric vehicle charging and sensible storage buffers. A general description of the models is included in table 2. Further details are included in appendix B.

The results of the simulations can be expressed in a single quantity (relation) to provide insight in the available flexibility resource. Figure 15 includes such a flexibility graph, which represents the ‘flexibility space’ [75]. From the graph, the available flexibility at each moment can be obtained i.e. how long consumption can be postponed or how long it can be put forward. The flexibility graphs for different processes can be summed to provide the overall flexibility of a zone, building or portfolio.
Table 2: General description of available process models. The table includes the required sensors and actuators for physical implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Process</th>
<th>Modelling approach</th>
<th>Model evaluates</th>
<th>Minimum sensors needed</th>
<th>Actuated through</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Room temperature control</td>
<td>Quasi-static room climate simulation based on heat balance</td>
<td>Thermal mass, heating/cooling, ventilation, solar- and internal gains</td>
<td>Temperature and set-points (thermostat)</td>
<td>Heating/cooling set-point adjustment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric vehicles</td>
<td>Charging models</td>
<td>Battery size, charging power, state of charge, user scenarios</td>
<td>state of charge, expected time of leaving</td>
<td>Electric vehicle charging point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat pump with buffer</td>
<td>Energy balance based on building demand and supply installation</td>
<td>Building demand, heat pump, heat losses from vessel, water temperature</td>
<td>Buffer temperature, heat pump energy consumption, flow meters (distribution)</td>
<td>Buffer control valves or heat pump control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 15: Principle representation of flexibility forecast in a graph, based on [8, 75]

3.4 Concepts for enabling flexibility

From the analysis of flexibility, the potential resource availability can be estimated. The control concept to enable flexible control of building processes is introduced in this paragraph. The control concept should respect the design elements introduced in section 3.2, include comfort aspects and be able to respond to market signals.

3.4.1 The PowerMatcher principle

Smart grid concepts that are able to control and balance many processes, and are able to respond to market signals have been described in literature. One of the leading concepts is the PowerMatcher.

The PowerMatcher is a coordination system in which intelligent agents, representing devices and appliances, trade electricity on behalf of the user (or other stakeholders) on an electronic market [8]. A large number of agents negotiate competitively, and trade resources with the purpose of optimally achieving their local goals [75]. Each device agent tries to operate the
process for which it is responsible in an economically optimal way. Agents determine what amount of energy they are willing to buy/sell for what price. This is expressed in a ‘bid’. Consumed or produced electricity is bought/sold on the market.

For example: An agent controlling a battery may demand energy if prices are low, do nothing if prices are ‘average’, and offer energy if prices are high (meaning the agent will get a good return for the provision of the electricity). Low prices may occur on the internal market if there is low demand in other processes, while high prices can be the result of high demand and low generation.

Within a PowerMatcher cluster the agents are organized into a tree structure. The leaves of this tree are a number of local device agents and, optionally, an objective agent. The root of the tree is formed by the auctioneer agent, a unique agent that handles the price forming, i.e., the search for the equilibrium price. Device agents send their bids to the auctioneer agents. The equilibrium price is communicated back to the devices. The device agents determine the allocated power by matching their demand functions to this equilibrium price. In order to obtain scalability, concentrator agents can be added to the structure as tree nodes [44]. Concentrator agents aggregate the bids and pass them to an agent higher up in the tree. An overview of the PowerMatcher concept is included in figure 16 [44].

Figure 16: PowerMatcher agent cluster [44].

### 3.4.2 Priority based control

The flexibility enabling concept introduced here is based on the PowerMatcher principle but for the use of priority based bids. The proposed concept is therefore similar to the Intelligator concept [47-49], which is inspired by PowerMatcher. The main difference between the market based concept (PowerMatcher) and the priority based concept (Intelligator) is that the PowerMatcher assumes agents pay their actual bids, whereas the Intelligator looks at a cluster of devices as a pool of flexibility, which is only converted to money on a cluster level. The concept is integrated in the flexibility framework to provide both real-time control and analyses.

In priority based control, processes express the amount of energy that they are willing/need to consume in a ‘priority bid’, \( P(\text{priority}) \). The priority bid is generated locally based on current and expected process states. The bid is then communicated to a market, which aggregates bids and matches the priority to the ‘central priority’ that depends on the priority to in- or decrease energy consumption. For the purpose of determining the central priority; a forecast of the
required energy at process level is communicated to a business entity which optimizes the consumption trajectory based on market signals and forecasts.

The local processes creating the priority bids, the aggregation and the business entity are explained in more detail in the next sections. Priority based control has the following advantages, incorporating design elements described in paragraph 3.2.

- The provision of comfort is separated from flexibility management since each process can manage comfort by itself. Advanced comfort schemes like adaptive comfort and preheating/cooling schemes can be integrated in the control framework.
- Economical efficiency can be reached by the business entity while each process can manage their own energy-efficiency.
- Aggregation of data reduces the amount of process specific information, such as local states, that is communicated. This can reduce privacy and data ownership concerns.
- Interoperability can be assured by interfacing and the use of existing communication protocols (see section 3.5).
- The expression of flexibility in priority bids, and representation in flexibility graphs makes the solution highly scalable. This scalability has been proven in similar concepts like Intelligator [47-49] and PowerMatcher [8, 44-46].

A modular design approach is used (figure 17), based on the required components needed to enable priority based control. The modular design allows for independent development of the components. The strategy can be implemented using decentralized- or central computation depending on the local infrastructure and controlled processes.

In this study, the full scheme is implemented in a simulation environment to demonstrate the process and assure that the framework can be integrated in the building. While agents can be used to represent the components of figure 17, results presented in this work are not based on a coordinated overall process. Instead, models are developed for each of the components presented in figure 17.

![Figure 17: Modules for implementation of priority control, based [8] and [75].](image-url)
3.4.3 Local process control

Local processes express the required energy on a priority scale that can be used for bidding. The way the priority bid curve is constructed can differ per process and depends on the physical capabilities of the system. Figure 18 includes examples of bid curves. The grey bid curve represents a process which has a certain minimum requirement to maintain comfort, the consumption can however be reduced. The orange bid curve represents a situation where maximum comfort is required, except when value of reducing demand is very high. The green bid curve may represent a buffer process which will charge when priority is low and discharge when priority to conserve energy is high. The effect on user comfort can thus be included in the bidding functions.

A priority bid is an instantaneous representation of the process desires. Over time, the bids change as the need to consume energy increases or decreases (depicted by the arrows in figure 18). Depending on the controllability of the process a threshold for energy consumption can be set (e.g. on/off control) or a full curve can be provided.

The local processes may be represented by an agent who can manage bidding processes and monitor room state and comfort levels. Transfer functions have been constructed to translate the local state in bid functions and the resulting matched power to a control signal.

![Figure 18: Bid functions, the relation between power and priority.](image)

3.4.4 Aggregation and matching

Individual processes send bids to an aggregation unit. Power requirements are aggregated centrally to produce aggregated bid curves. The aggregated curve represents the total flexibility space available for the next control period. The aggregated curves are matched with the suggested ‘optimal priority’, which is provided by the business entity. The resulting priority is communicated to the individual processes that will match their priority curves with the central priority. The central priority may be updated with a different time interval than the bids. Locally it may be desirable to update the control signal every minute, to include changes in settings, disturbances etc., while the central priority may only change once every hour (4 PTU’s) or in a reaction to changing forecasts.
3.4.5 Business entity (valuation)

An optimization process is used to determine the most valuable central priorities (control decisions) for the upcoming control periods. Analysis of the value of the flexibility depends on the availability of flexibility and on market opportunities. A forecast of the required energy at process level is therefore communicated to a business entity which optimizes the consumption trajectory based on market signals and forecasts. Since local desires are included in the flexibility forecast and bidding functions, the optimization problem is essentially reduced.

The optimization is based on finding the optimal route through the flexibility graph. When moving through the flexibility graph, there are costs associated with the different trajectories. Since current decisions influence future needs, it may be beneficial to choose the more expensive ‘high’ path now to be able to be more cost effective in the future. The value of a decision, expressing future benefits from current decisions, is included in the analysis. By comparing routes through the flexibility curves, an optimum ‘route of decisions’ can be determined. The optimization used for determining the value of each decision and the effects on future decisions given system limits is dynamic programming (figure 19) [76].

The effect of the ‘optimal decision’ coming from the valuation simulation is simulated at each process. This leads to a new state that is the basis for a new flexibility analysis. One might expect that the real-time control result is the same as the suggested optimum step, in particular in simulation. However, responses might differ since the required energies are quantized in the valuation process and disturbances influence the local process. A regular update of the flexibility forecast and optimization is therefore required.

![Figure 19: Determination of the optimal path through the flexibility graph using dynamic programming [75, 76]](image)

3.4.6 Forecasting flexibility

A forecast of the available flexibility is required to find the optimal moments to use flexibility and determine the priority for processes to consume energy. Each process therefore provides a long term forecast of the required consumption \( (P_{\text{min}},P_{\text{max}})_t \) to the business entity (see figure 17). The forecasting method is based on the same analysis as presented in section 3.3.

The full process containing the translations between room state, bids, matching and forecasting is included in figure 20 (next page).
3.4.7 Global demand forecasting

Not all building processes are included in the provision of flexibility. These processes do however affect energy demand and may thereby influence decisions of the business entity. A general, global forecast of the building energy demand is therefore required. A forecast of the aggregated energy consumption has been developed based on historical data and weather forecasts. Artificial neural network (ANN) techniques are used to reduce computational complexity and guarantee high accuracy (Appendix A). This method for global demand forecasting can also be used separately from the priority based control.

Figure 20: Process of state analysis, creating a bid, providing a forecast and matching the resulting central priority (here, a temperature regulating process is taken as example).

3.5 Flexibility and efficiency

Locally, a type of predictive control is used to enable flexible control. When considering optimal economical operation and flexibility, it is useful to consider the difference between flexibility and efficiency. When comfort margins are provided, an optimization could result in operating always on the lowest set-point. Integrating valuation comfort in the optimization can be used to reduce this behaviour. Efficiency and flexibility are defined as follows:

- Flexibility is the temporary adjustment the control goals in the present, to gain an advantage in the future. The deviation of the normal control goal has to be corrected after a certain period of time.

- Efficiency is concerned with the amount of resources needed to achieve a particular goal. This can mean that energy consumption is postponed; however, the goal is to use fewer resources over time (e.g. delaying heating if sunshine is expected).
3.6 Practical implementation

This paragraph discusses the required assets and infrastructure required to implement the concepts presented in the last sections.

Since the technological framework connects to user to the energy market, a bi-directional flow of information is required. Therefore, an on-site computer, a database, a coupling with the building management system (BMS) and an uplink a remote location for off-site analysis and management are required. The latter can be a cloud-based solution which reduces the need for storage requirements at the customer or provider side. This enables remote monitoring and control of building installations.

Most buildings constructed after 2000 have automated, digital control and are easily adaptable for communication and control from a remote site [30]. When a BMS is present, the implementation of the flexible control framework depends on the local situation. Usually a translation needs to be made to be able to communicate between different platforms active on different levels in the building (interfacing) [77]. Existing building management systems may for instance use BacNet [78], Lon Works [79], KNX [80] or other standards used for building automation. Among other protocols, Zigbee [81], or IP based protocols might be used for communication between devices and sensors. Given the variety of protocols and interfaces used, it is likely that a control layer needs to be added on top of the BMS (figure 21). Control of the installations is then performed by communicating set-points through the BMS. The added layer represents the information layer as included in the M490 framework shown in figure 9 [68].

![Figure 21: Implementation of flexible control in an existing building.](image)

Infrastructure flexibility is essential to reduce maintenance, increase reliability and ensure expandability e.g. the plugin of a new sensor, or integrating a new installation should not require re-design of the system. A new sensor should, for example, be available for the entire system once it has been plugged in. The problem in doing so originates from the parallel development of building control systems and communication interfaces along with the use of closed standards/protocols and the number of stakeholders in the building.
When the flexibility framework can be integrated with the BMS, or in case of a newly designed BMS, a more flexible infrastructure may be introduced. Various studies point out that a middleware backbone, which makes information available throughout the system, should be implemented [77,82]. In figure 22, a representation of a middleware solution is given. Middleware provides a translation layer and can make information from all components available throughout the management system(s). Existing standards can be combined to maximize flexibility and interoperability [77,82,83].

![Diagram of middleware solution](image)

**Figure 22: Potential implementation of flexible control in a new building. On the right an implementation with a middleware solution to enable the 'plugin' of sensors and applications. On the right a more traditional approach in which sensors and processes are included in the BMS.**

To contribute to the integration of smart grid services in the BMS, and demand side management in particular, new standards are being developed. LON-Works is working on a smart grid protocol: “the Open Smart Grid Protocol” (OSGP) is targeted at utilities that want a multi-application smart grid infrastructure instead of a basic single function Automated Metering Infrastructure (AMI)” [83]. The OpenADR (open automated demand response protocol) is becoming popular for demand response schemes [84]. Also, there are many initiatives to develop standards for machine to machine communication, for example the Eclipse foundation [85]. These standardization efforts may help in constructing a framework for smart building communication and interaction with the smart grid.
Chapter 4: Building case study

The Eneco World Office subject of the SEC IPIN offices demonstration project and features as building case study to test the technological framework presented in chapter 3. In this chapter the results of the flexibility analysis will be presented.

4.1 Case background

The Smart Energy Collective (SEC) is a collective of companies related to the built environment, energy and ICT sectors working together taking a cooperative approach in developing smart grid services and systems [10]. Within IPIN five demonstration locations were chosen, one of which is the Eneco World Office (EWO). At the EWO, BAM Techniek, Eneco, Priva and GEN are investigating opportunities to introduce flexibility in offices.

4.2 Description of building

The EWO is the headquarters of Eneco, a major energy supplier in the Netherlands. Construction was finished in 2011. The building is optimally prepared to support ‘the new type of working’ (in Dutch: ‘het nieuwe werken’), which is a flexible working paradigm in the Netherlands. The paradigm aims to reduce the required floor area per employee, reduce commuting, and increase employee freedom. The EWO facilitates 2,100 employees with 1,450 working places in a 30,000m² building. The building has an A++ energy label and contains a thermal storage (aquifer), connection to an urban heating infrastructure, and a ‘green façade’ that covers three stores. Furthermore, the building features 27 charging points for electrical vehicles. Finally, 138kWp of PV generation capacity is installed on the roof and façade. The system is expected to generate 90MWh of electricity per year.

The total energy consumption based on data measured in 2012 was 2.6GWh, which meets the A++ specification of < 0.5GJ/m².yr [14]. The consumption is expected to rise in 2013 as occupation increases. Heating and cooling is generated with heat pumps so gas consumption is limited. Table 3 contains an overview of the electrical energy consumption. The information is derived from data of the main meter between November 2012 and November 2013. The cumulative energy use is included in figure 23 in a load-duration curve (2). The average base load per 15min is 100kW while a peak demand of over 625kW exists for 10% of the time (approximately 3.5 hours per working day).

Table 3: Eneco World Office building electricity demand data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>kW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base load</td>
<td>100-150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak load</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy consumption</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contracted power</td>
<td>1,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1,000-1,400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 The data series contains data for pre- and early stages of occupation. The building is (fully) in use since April 2012, figure 23 therefore contains data from the 2nd half of 2012.
4.3 Example of demand forecasting

A demand forecast has been made based on an artificial neural network (ANN) that was trained with historic electricity consumption values. The ANN provides a 24 hour forecast. Results yield a coefficient of determination ($R^2$) of 0.95 and a standard deviation 15.3kW. This means that the deviation between forecast and measured values is lower than 25% for 95% of the time. Although the forecast performs well for most of the time, large deviations are still possible. The forecast methods depends strongly on the patterns: deviations from standard patterns might result in inaccuracies. An example of the forecast result is included in figure 24. Details on the forecasting methods are included in Appendix A.

Figure 23: Load - Duration curve for the Eneco World Office. The curve is based on data measurements of the main electricity meter in 2012.

Figure 24: Energy forecast for a week in June (2012), forecast accuracy is high in general although a large deviation is observed on Wednesday.
4.4 Available flexibility
Since the EWO is a demonstration location for the SEC offices project, the learning goals are a driver for selecting sources of flexibility. The three main sources of flexibility investigated here are:

- Decentralized heating/cooling to gain experience in localized climate control, high resolution of forecasting, and investigate the influence on comfort.
- Electric vehicles because of their electric buffer capacity. Furthermore, charging of electric cars is relevant for the EWO as it features a number of charging stations and the charging facilities will be expanded in the near future.
- Sensible heat storage in a buffer vessel coupled to the heat pumps since this may provide high flexibility, has no direct effect on comfort and can lead to a feasible business case in the near future.

4.4.1 Flexibility from decentralized climate systems
The EWO climate installations can provide 157,000 m³ of fresh air per hour. Heating and cooling is provided by heat pumps which have capacities of 1,750 kWth and 1,250 kWth respectively. From the central climate installation, ventilation is provided at 18°C (winter) or 15°C (summer) with a constant air volume (CAV) system. Air is heated/cooled centrally while decentralized units upgrade the air temperature to meet the required room temperature.

By controlling the energy demand of the decentralized climate installations, flexibility can be ‘unlocked’. Per m² about 41 W of heating and 58 W of cooling is available. Per unit approximately 4 kW of heat and 5 kW of cooling is available from the 45-35°C and 10-19°C heating and cooling distribution systems. For the decentralized climate control induction-, fan coil- and electric channel heater units are used. The units are controlled by the building management system (BMS). Controlling the local climate also offers opportunities to optimize comfort.

The user can provide a set-point between +/- 3°C around the central set-point of 21°C (daytime set-point). Flexibility becomes available by controlling the temperature within a bandwidth around the set-point provided by the user. A bandwidth of 1°C is assumed for the flexible operation of the systems; the influence on comfort is limited (see section 3.1, figure 10). A smaller bandwidth would be difficult to realize in reality considering the controllers.

The flexibility analysis is performed as described in chapter 3. The example room is modelled based on a meeting room located on the west façade. The model results have been validated with results from ESP-r (dynamic building simulation) and modelling details are included in appendix B. An example of the unconditioned temperature variation (free floating) of the room is provided in figure 25 for both a summer and a winter scenario.

The local climate model provides priority bid functions depending on the current state. In this case, linear bid curves are constructed based on the minimum and maximum power required at that moment. In the simulations, the maximum heating has been set to 30 W/m². Examples of bid curves are included in figure 26 for different instances in time(3). At instance 1, there is a high demand for heating (morning), while there is no need for heating on instance 4.

---

3 In the results presented in this chapter, time is expressed on the horizontal axis in program time units (PTU) which are used in the electricity system. The simulation time step is one minute, the models provide an update every PTU, so the process can be synchronized to the electricity markets.
Figure 25: Free floating temperature of a room for a winter (left) and a summer situation (right). Internal gains, ventilation and environmental effects are enabled. The temperature of the thermal mass is plotted on a secondary axis to demonstrate variations.

Figure 26: Example of bid curves for the room climate control in the Eneco World Office.

Flexibility curves have been constructed for a day in winter, see figure 27. The required minimum and maximum energy consumptions at the end of the day are different from each other as a result of differences in heat losses and heat storage which depend on the temperature.

The flexibility is strongly dependent on the used user profiles. From figure 27 it can be seen that the demand for heating is much higher with low occupancy (2.5W/m²) when compared with a situation in which there is high occupancy (5W/m²). If the building is intensely used, no decentralized heating may be required to reach the lower temperature limit (dotted green line in figure 27). Flexibility is higher for the situation in which occupation is lower and demand is higher.
Figure 27: Flexibility graphs for different occupancy scenarios for a single room.

The available flexibility is not only sensitive to occupation. Heat losses from the room air are depending on the climate and the state of the thermal mass. The exposure of the thermal mass to the room air has a significant effect on flexibility as heat transfer to the mass is easier when the mass is exposed to the room air. Heating the mass takes longer if the mass is not exposed, for instance, when the concrete is hidden behind panels. The effect on the flexibility forecast is demonstrated in figure 28. In this figure, it can be observed that demand is higher when exposure is high; more heat is transferred to the mass. A part of the provided energy is lost to the environment and by ventilation, another part is stored in the thermal mass depending on the exposure of the thermal mass, and the façade composition (see figure 29). Only 30\% of the heat is stored in the mass for the non-exposed case (U =1.58 W/m$^2$.K), while 65\% of the heat is stored in the exposed case (U= 7.6 W/m$^2$.K).

Figure 28: Flexibility graphs for different ‘exposures’ of the thermal mass to the room air.
Figure 29: Example of heat transfer from the room air through the system boundaries. Wall temperature is 18°C, room temperature is °C and ambient temperature is 8°C.

When using flexibility, energy needs to be stored to be able to reduce demand at a later moment. The effect of heating the thermal mass is included in figure 30. In this example, preheating is applied and energy is stored in the thermal mass. During the day, the derivative of the preheating case heating curve is slightly lower compared to the non-preheating case. At the end of the day, more energy is consumed in the case where preheating is applied. The longer term effect of heating and cooling the thermal mass should be investigated further to determine the effect on efficiency, comfort and flexibility.

Figure 30: Example of effect of preheating the thermal mass.

When considering the short term flexibility, the role of thermal mass is insignificant. The time constant (τ) for the thermal mass is in the range of one hour to days while the time constant for the air is in the range of minutes. Air is ventilated at 18°C with high ventilation factors (5m³/m² hr); the response of the room temperature is therefore fast. Demand can only be postponed by about 15-30min as comfort limits are reached relatively quickly. From the flexibility graphs, the maximum postponement is not clearly seen; effects of losses, which depend on the trajectory through the graph, are not included in the graphs. A maximum energy consumption postponement of 15-30min is the maximum service interruption per room: overall flexibility can be maintained longer. The flexibility for a day in winter and a day in summer is included in figures 31 and 32 respectively.
Figure 31: Flexibility of decentralized climate system for a single day in winter.

Figure 32: Flexibility of decentralized climate system for a single day in summer.

From figures 30 and 31, the advantage of the flexibility graphs becomes clear as the graphs describe the available power flexibility, but provide no information on the resource availability. In winter (figure 30), there is flexibility during the whole day. At night, the building can be preheated or pre-cooled. In summer flexibility is limited during the night and early day as no heating or cooling is required (although precooling could be allowed). The example room has a large window on the west side. Irradiation increases the cooling demand in the afternoon leading to increased flexibility. The total expected flexibility, is presented numerically in table 4 based on the analysis of summer and winter scenarios.

The usability of the flexibility in the decentralized heating and cooling systems also depends on the response time. A change in decentralized heating and cooling settings leads to a change in the required energy from the heat pump. The response time describes the time difference between the implementation of the control signal to increase or decrease demand, and the time a difference is measured on the heat pump. The response time (included in table 4) thus depends on the distribution system. It is estimated that it takes between 200-300 seconds before any changes in electrical energy consumption can be measured at the heat pumps (given 1m/s water displacement in the average distribution system pipe diameter).
Table 4: Available flexibility from decentralized heating and cooling for the total building.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Average available flexibility (kW)</th>
<th>Maximum demand postponing (min)</th>
<th>Time at maximum power (min)</th>
<th>Response time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Summer</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15 - 30</td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>15 – 30</td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.2 Flexibility from electric vehicles
The EWO features 27 charging points for electric vehicles. In the near future, this number will be expanded to 44 charging points. Plug-in hybrid electric (PHEV) vehicles are available for lease and trail projects to encourage the use of PHEVs have been started. The pool of charging poles consists of traditional charging points of 3.7kW and 11kW and one fast charger of 50kW. The peak capacity of the charging poles is currently 223kW and expected to grow to 476kW. The poles (3 phases) are connected to a feeder from the local transformer.

Various types of PHEVs are available on the market. The average battery capacity is assumed to be 10kWh, this assumption is based on currently available PHEVs such as the Toyota Prius (5.2kWh) and the Chevrolet Volt (16.5kWh) [86, 87]. Measurements from the charging poles indicate that the average charged energy is 6.3kWh and the maximum energy was 12kWh. When it is assumed that each point is used once per day to charge a car to its maximum capacity, 270kWh is consumed. It is assumed that the average battery capacity in PHEVs increases to 15kWh in the upcoming years, which is similar to the larger batteries found in PHEVs today. An overview of the charging poles is presented in table 5.

Table 5: Overview of electric vehicle charging points.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Currently</th>
<th>Future (5 years)</th>
<th>Increase factor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of charging points</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total peak capacity</td>
<td>223kW</td>
<td>476kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum energy consumption per day</td>
<td>270kWh</td>
<td>660kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The available flexibility depends on the arrival and departure times of the electric vehicles. The process model therefore contains models for user arrival and departure behaviour. Two main user schemes are considered:

- Scenario 1: Employees arrive and leave at approximately the same time.
- Scenario 2: Employees arrive at approximately the same time, but leave at different times during the day.

For the arriving cars a random state of charge (SOC) between 0.1 and 0.8 is generated to simulate differences in distances. The load efficiency is assumed to be 0.9 (90%). It is not expected that cars will be able to feed energy back into the building in the near future: this option is therefore not included in the simulations. An overview of the model is available in appendix B.
The flexibility graphs, are included in figure 33 for a fleet of 44 electric cars. The green line represents the case in which users leave at approximately the same time, while the grey curve represents the situation in which cars leave at different times during the day.

![Figure 33: Flexibility of electric vehicle fleet (44 cars) with different user profiles.](image)

Different from the decentralized heating and cooling case, the flexibility curves converge to the same energy level. All cars have to be charged at the moment that they are needed. Although losses are included in the models, the effect is relatively small and not visible in the graphs. As can be concluded from figure 33, the user profile has a major influence on the available flexibility. When cars leave at different times during the day, it is possible that cars are not fully charged when they leave (it is assumed that an owner takes his/her own car, and not a fully charged one). Compared to the flexibility in the decentralized heating/cooling case, the flexibility of electric cars is large. An example of the available flexibility during a day is included in figure 34, for the scenario where cars leave at approximately the same time.

Flexibility is only available if the charging is postponed when cars are connected, else a demand peak would occur in the morning (size of the maximum power demand curve). At the end of the day, the minimum power demand increases since all cars need to be charged on time. When cars would have been charged during the day, this peak would however not occur. Such effects are more clearly visible from the flexibility graphs presented in figure 33. An overview of the total expected flexibility for all scenarios is presented in table 6.

![Figure 34: Electric car flexibility during a single day. The figure represents the current situation (27 chargers) for the scenario in which employees arrive and depart at approximately the same time.](image)
Table 6: Available flexibility from electric car charging for different lease scenario’s and user profiles.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Average energy (kWh) charged</th>
<th>Average available flexibility (kW)</th>
<th>Maximum delay in cons. (min)</th>
<th>Maximum time at full power (min)</th>
<th>Response time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHEVs 27 chargers (present situation) scenario 1</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>42</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHEVs 27 chargers (present situation) scenario 2</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHEVs 44 chargers scenario 1</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHEVs 44 chargers scenario 2</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Nearly zero assuming direct response to the control signal.

4.4.3 Flexibility from storage buffer

While the decentralized heating and cooling systems provide an opportunity for flexible control when offering the potential for comfort optimization, the available flexibility is limited, it is depending on occupation profiles and subject to a complex environment. Also, response is expected to be slow. A sensible heat storage buffer may provide a more predictable and controllable source of flexibility.

Such a buffer can be placed behind the heat pumps and decouples the demand for heating or cooling from the operation of the heat pumps. The heat pumps have an approximated coefficient of performance (COP) of 3.5, and the COP dynamics are not included in the modelling. The maximum heat transfer to and from the storage is depending on the applied heat exchangers, mass flow and temperatures. The buffer is a sensible heat storage using water as storage medium. An overview of stored energy versus buffer size is included in figure 35 for a case in which the maximum heat transfer is 350kW_{th} (100kW electrical power flexibility).
The buffer is coupled to the heat pumps, which provides heating/cooling and the building distribution system (demand side). For simulation purposes, a demand profile has been constructed based on the general electricity consumption data and the decentralized heating/cooling model. The storage vessel is insulated (5W/m²K) and heat losses are included in the models. The maximum storage temperature is 60°C, the minimum storage temperature is 30°C (return water temperature from the heating system). In cooling mode the minimum temperature of the storage vessel is 4°C, maximum temperature is 12°C. A schematic representation of the model is included in appendix B. The size of the storage vessel is not optimized: figure 36 includes the flexibility curves for a 10m³ storage facility for a single day.

In figure 36, there is a demand for heat in the morning and the evening. The flexibility is mainly depending on the demand. When there is no demand, the buffer can be filled up to its maximum capacity, but no further flexibility would be available. An overview of the flexibility is included in table 7.
Table 7: Available flexibility from a sensible storage buffer connected to the heat pump and distribution system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storage buffer (heating)</th>
<th>Average available flexibility (kW)</th>
<th>Maximum demand postponing (min)</th>
<th>Time at maximum power (min)</th>
<th>Response time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Depending on demand (average 60 min.)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>0*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* assuming the effect is directly measured on the heat pumps.

4.5 Market based optimization

The flexibility can be used to gain advantages on the market. The business entity is responsible for making decisions about the use of flexibility. The goal of this paragraph is to demonstrate the operation of the business entity by testing the optimizations.

The response of the business entity (optimizer) to an example price signal is included in figure 37. When prices are relatively low, the priority to consume energy is generally high. The priority to consume energy increases just after a price peak. When the priority is low, a process will try to minimize energy consumption while maintaining comfort (e.g. interruption energy consumption when possible).

![Figure 37: Priority response to price signal.](image)

4.5.1 Market based optimization of decentralized climate systems

As the decentralized climate systems respond slowly to flexibility requests, the flexibility could be most useful in gaining advantages on the APX market. Optimal economical operation of heating/cooling systems can lead to operation on the lower comfort limit. In order to distinguish efficiency effects and the actual benefit from flexibility, results are compared to the ‘normal operation in the lower temperature range’ rather than to a reference controller.

Optimizations were performed with price signals based on APX clearing results [20]. The prices have been adjusted to include distribution costs and tax. The response of the temperature is included in figure 38. Here, the temperature increases above the ‘normal operation’ in the morning when prices are low. No preheating is observed during the night however. An extreme price scenario is included for comparison. When the optimization is based on the extreme price signal, preheating is observed in the night. This is because of the limited storage efficiency, which is lower than the price difference when using the normal price profile so preheating is not cost effective.
The optimizations are included in the flexibility graph presented in figure 39. A simulation based on the suggested optimum result is performed after the optimization to validate the optimization results. In either of both optimized simulations using a ‘normal’ and an ‘extreme’ price signal the simulation implementing the optimum suggestion, follows the optimization. While the optimizer assumes that most locations between the minimum and maximum are valid, in reality, there is a minimum power consumption. This minimum consumption is not exactly equal to the derivative of the minimum energy consumed; it may depend on the trajectory taken. This effect has a major impact on the costs saved since additional heating/cooling is required which is not taken into account in the optimization.

The optimization results show an insignificant economical benefit (range of 1-2 euro per day for the whole building), when compared to a case in which the temperature is controlled to be at the minimum set-point). The result simulation, based on the suggested optimum, shows no benefit at all. The optimization is currently unable to take into account long term effects of thermal mass heating and cooling since the optimization horizon is 1 day. Reports indicate that preheating and cooling can be financially beneficial [e.g. 40]. The focus of the current study is however different since only flexible operation (and not efficient) operation is considered.
4.5.2 Market based optimization of electric vehicle charging

The charging of electric vehicles forms a major contribution to the total power demand of the building. The expected increase in the amount of EV chargers may result in a required increase in contracted power. Possibly, a new transformer is required as the physical capacity of the transformer is 2,300kVA. Flexibility from the electric cars can provide value by reducing the required capacity and optimal APX purchasing strategies. Furthermore, it can contribute to balancing portfolios. The imbalance market operation is however not considered here.

Two types of optimizations have been performed: one for purchase of energy when APX prices are low (but with unlimited load capacity), and one in which load is minimized. For the latter optimization, a cost function in which the costs per kW increase with the power demand is included in the optimization. The optimisations are performed for a fleet of EV’s which provide individual bid functions. Results are included in figure 40, which includes the flexibility graphs for cars that are charged at night.

In figure 40, the grey dotted line represents a case in which the cars are charged at the cheapest moment. In the case of electric car charging, the result simulation follows the suggested optimum. The capacity is assumed to be limited only by the charging capacity of the poles. The charge cost is reduced with approximately 0.035 €/kWh. The full line represents the case in which the demand is also minimized. The total load is reduced by 60% compared to the maximum peak that would occur if all cars would charge at the same time.

![Optimizations for EV charging. Both capacity- (grey line) and optimal purchasing schemes (dotted grey line) are included.](image)

4.5.3 Market based optimization of buffer vessel

The storage vessel can be seen as a source of flexibility in series with decentralized heating/cooling systems. The buffer can be used to find the optimal time for energy purchase.

A case for optimal economical operation depending on APX prices has been simulated. Value is attributed to the stored energy so the optimizer can consider to keep the buffer filled at the end of the day. The result is included in figure 41. Figure 41 contains the result for a large, 100m$^3$ buffer.
From figure 41, it can be seen that the buffer fills at times when energy is relatively cheap. For demonstration purposes, optimizations have been performed using an example price signal passed on APX clearing data of 2012 [22]. Prices are adjusted to include taxes and transport costs is assumed. A building heating demand profile is constructed based results from the decentralized heating/cooling system simulations for a winter scenario. With these assumptions, a saving of approximately 5 €/day per day is possible for a 100m$^3$ storage tank when the buffer is used for optimal energy purchase schemes. Using a 10m$^3$ tank may lead to about 4 €/day of savings under the same assumptions.
Chapter 5: 
Market opportunities for provision of flexibility services

While the economical value of flexibility was introduced in chapter 2, the feasibility and potential of flexibility services depends on market size, opportunities and required investments. In this chapter the market opportunities are explored.

The current project focuses on flexible control, which can serve both user needs and the needs in the energy sector. The integration of flexible control in buildings should thus be seen in the perspective of energy servicing. Considering the amount of ‘smart service definitions’ [88], we are free to choose our own definition. Smart energy services consist of three elements: monitoring, energy management and performance improvement (see figure 40).

![Figure 42: Smart energy services.](image)

BAM is already active in the smart services sector, with offerings for energy monitoring and performance improvement. Integration of smart grid solutions into buildings strengthens both the monitoring and performance improvement pillars while offering the opportunity to provide energy services to the electricity system. Up to now, energy management services are focused on heat (aquifers) and electricity contract management.

5.1 Evaluation of market status and growth

Opportunities for the provision of flexibility services depend on the status of the economy and the target segments. Therefore, a market analysis is performed.

5.1.1 Energy and smart grid

The energy sector is a large industry. The total electrical energy consumption in the Netherlands is 122,057 million kWh (in the year 2012), leading to an approximate turnover of 40 billion euro [15]. Since energy is a commodity, margins are generally low. Energy supplier margins are between 2% and 10% for large industrial- and smaller contracts respectively.

The market for ‘smart grid solutions’ has grown in size with 40% per year since 2005. Studies indicate that the potential market in Europe is approximately 13 billion in 2014 [89]. For the ‘consumer application and advanced metering’ segments the global market size is estimated to be worth 23 billion in 2014 [90]. From figure 41, which considers the US market alone, it can be observed that demand response is already an important part of the total market value.
While demand respond schemes have been applied at large industrial sites for years, demand response on the side of customers in the built environment is still developing. An average annual growth around 9% is expected for the upcoming years [90]. The smart grid industry, which involves different segments of the current energy, ICT and building industries, is entering a growth phase. All major technology companies (e.g. Cisco, IBM and ABB) are investing in the smart grid technologies and have incorporated the smart grid in their core businesses [90, 92].

Currently, at least 70 companies are active in smart grid related developments in the Netherlands (excluding governments and universities) [93]. The next step in smart grid (market) development is commercial application of advanced smart grid functionalities. Emerging companies like Enevalis (Belgium), Enernoc (US), Voltais (France) and ReStore (Belgium/UK) are already focusing on the provision of aggregator services and demand side management services. The development of smart grid technologies is supported throughout industry and governments. Besides subsidies, governments support the implementation of smart grids with directives. An example of such a directive is the mandatory rollout of smart meters by the EU [94].

![Smart grid market growth in the US](image)

**Figure 43: Smart grid market growth in the US [95]**

5.1.2 Opportunities in the building industry

Since smart energy services are related to the building industry, a market analysis of this industry has been performed to find opportunities for new service offerings.

The Dutch construction and building services industry is facing a major crisis. Office and residential vacancy is 15% and 4.7% respectively [95,96]. Investments in real estate have been low; in a constant decline since 2007, total sum ~50% compared to 2003 [15,97,98].

Indicators for the market development are slightly positive as the macro-economy shows signs of recovery [15]. Although investments have been low, there is still a demand for new high quality office buildings [97,98]. The demand for high performance buildings also leads to opportunities for building refurbishment. The Dutch refurbishment industry is expected to grow with 13% (16.7 billion) in 2014. Initiatives for building refurbishment are numerous e.g. ‘green lease’ [99] and ‘tijdelijk duurzaamhuisvesten’ [100] (temporary sustainable housing). It is expected that office vacancy reduces to 7% in 2020.
Considering the energy services sector, studies indicate that the Dutch market is developing slowly in comparison to other European countries [28]. This slow development is mainly attributed to economic- and conservative business aspects. Considering the growth of smart grids, the growth in refurbishment and the demand for high performance buildings, it is evident that there are opportunities for the building services sector.

5.1.3 Office buildings as a target segment

Three main consumers are identified when analysing energy sector: transportation, industry, and buildings. The last segment accounts for 37% of the total energy consumption [3,16]. When concentrating on energy consumption in buildings, two main segments can be distinguished: commercial buildings and residential buildings. This study considers flexibility in office buildings, which are part of the commercial segment.

Traditionally, energy suppliers have a strong position in the residential market. But, there are a number of technological and legal challenges that reduce the potential of enabling flexibility in residential areas in the short term future. The residential segment is therefore less interesting at this moment.

When considering integration of smart grid concepts, office buildings differ from residential buildings in several ways. The value perception of stakeholders is different, since the end-users are not the (main) risk owners, larger installations are present and usually a management system is present. The latter simplifies the integration of advanced control schemes and potentially reduces the required investment per kW of flexibility (in residences, control systems need to be integrated). However, performance demands are higher compared to residences.

Currently, there are over 78,000 office buildings in the Netherlands [15] with a total of almost 50 million square meters. Studies analysing the status of the existing office market show that high performing buildings are in demand and low performance buildings cannot compete [97,98]. Office renters do not choose the cheapest offices, as 32% of rented office space in 2012 was relative expensive (180+ €/m² rent). Office refurbishment forms an attractive segment for provision of energy services. 71% of all office buildings has a label below C, 30% is either D or E label. 25% of office space is built after 2000, indicating a lifetime up to 2070.

Not all office owners are in the position to pay for the upfront investments needed to make the buildings more energy efficient, because they already have to take the losses of the diminishing values of their portfolios [29]. When all buildings are updated from label C to label A, an energy saving of 0.15GJ per m² is reached. This translates to 300GWh/yr and a market of 100 million/yr if 50% of savings are for the energy service company (ESCo). When all offices (also <E label) are considered, the size of the ESCo market would be approximately 600 million euros annually. Literature supports these numbers as estimations reach between 250 and 500 million [28,29].

The realization of energy savings is not the only important opportunity. A study performed in Dutch offices indicates that 25% more energy is consumed in buildings than expected, costing 200 million each year [101]. Up to 70% of installations does not function adequately, and in 90% of all buildings have comfort complaints.

High performance offices are in demand. Since this performance needs to be guaranteed there is a role for smart services and flexibility. It is concluded that there are major opportunities for energy service provision in the office sector.
5.2 Feasibility of flexibility services
In this paragraph the feasibility flexibility services is studied in two cases: a) the enabling of flexible control using a flexibility source in the building and b) a case which demonstrates the potential of participation on the electricity markets.

5.2.1 Potential of case study examples
Based on the flexibility analysis, the optimization tests and the potential market value, the feasibility of providing flexibility services using the case study examples can be investigated. Here, the conclusions of this analysis are presented to gain insight in the feasibility of flexibility services.

It is assumed that the required assets to perform flexibility operation are installed in the building. The underlying business cases are calculated based on prudence principles. Furthermore, the cases have been considered separately meaning that the costs of the control assets are included in each case. The business cases consider reductions in peak demand and optimized purchase schemes. Contributions to portfolio balancing are not included here, but are considered in the following section.

- The flexibility gained from the decentralized climate systems does not lead to a feasible business case by itself. However, it can contribute to flexibility services when combined with the other example cases.

- For the electric car example, there is a feasible business case for the future. A benefit in the range of 2000-2500 €/yr is possible by reducing the peak demand (resulting from simulations assuming an EV fleet of 44 cars in the EWO building). An internal rate of return (IRR) of 6-7% is realistic for this type of project.

- For the buffer vessel an IRR of 5% is possible considering optimal fill/use cases where energy is purchased at optimal times.

5.2.2 The value of participating on the wholesale markets.
Flexibility can contribute to risk reduction in energy contracting by reducing overall energy costs. Apart from load reduction and optimal purchasing schemes, flexibility can contribute to a reduced deviation from e-programs, which reduces risks of participating in energy markets.

The benefit of participating on the wholesale markets is analysed for an example company that has a portfolio of multiple buildings. The company consumes 26GWh and purchases energy using forward contract types. The demand of the buildings is monitored and profiles available for analysis. The value of participating on the markets is studied by comparing the realized consumption and costs with the market performance over the same period.

Currently, the example company participates indirectly on the future markets via a broker. A ‘click’ contracting form is used in which the prices are fixed by the client when costs are considered to be relatively low. Per MWh, a ‘profile risk’ fee is paid for covering the financial risk of the broker.

In figure 43, a sample of the aggregated energy demand of some of the objects that are included in the portfolio of the example company is presented. Using the same technique as described in the ‘global demand forecasting’ section presented in chapter 3, a forecast of the demand can be made (see Appendix A for details of the methodology). By behaving as an ‘ideal load’, a lower fee could be negotiated. A saving of 1 to 1.5€/MWh is possible leading to a potential saving of approximately 0.0007€/kWh.

When the realized consumption and costs are compared to the performance of the markets (ENDEX and APX, [20, 22]), it is concluded that further cost savings is possible when
participating on the APX market. For the example company, a saving of 150,000€/yr is possible by engaging in active trade on the spot market (theoretical). The forecast of the portfolio demand as presented in figure 42 used to reduce trading risks. The flexibility in various buildings can be employed to reduce deviations from planning, reducing the risk of energy trade. Flexibility services can be offered to balance responsible parties who have such a portfolio.

![Figure 44: Forecasted and realized consumption for a portfolio of buildings.](image)

### 5.3 Business Innovation

The transformation of the construction sector and integration of the energy sector in the built environment lead to increasing complexity. The technical and economic challenges for the construction sector are numerous, as new services require the integration of complex ICT and control strategies, and the complexity of the energy supply chain is introduced in the domain of building servicing. Competition is fierce and differentiation difficult. IBM [102] conducted a broad study on the influence of technological complexity. Results indicate that 60% of the CEOs experience high technical complexity now while 79% expect very high complexity in the next 5 years. And, 49% indicates that they are not prepared to handle this complexity. The results also indicate that 74% of ‘standing out companies’ pursuit an iterative, ongoing strategy to incorporate new services [102].

By offering services to the energy sector, a building service provider becomes part of the energy value chain. With the transition in both the energy- and building service industries, the competition is diverse. Methods to manage transition, complexity and competitive advantage are needed. Innovation of business models and contracting forms can be a tool to manage complexity (iterative learning strategies) and to find the competitive edge [53, 90, 92, 103].

Given the complexity of the market and the state of technology, developing everything internally may not be the best option. Outsourcing can contribute to risk reduction, access to skills and thus contribute to a strategic advantage while the company focuses on core competences. For implementation of these services, BAM can partner with ICT specialists to implement agent systems. BAM can act as system integrator and contractor; orchestrating the energy management of an object (building or group of buildings) and focussing on the core business.
Chapter 6: Discussion

The priority based control framework developed in this study is able to provide in the needs of the users inside the building and to provide services for the power system.

A field test will be performed in the Eneco World Office (EWO) building in 2014. The goal of this field test is to implement and demonstrate the flexible control framework and test the business cases. The required development to be able to integrate the technological framework in the building mainly consists of interfacing and protocol design.

User comfort has been discussed in this work as a boundary condition for the priority control. Comfort schemes can be integrated in the bidding functions and/or in the optimization schemes. Comfort aspects will also be investigated in the EWO field test.

From the analysis of flexibility, it is concluded that the available flexibility is sensitive to user profiles and comfort settings. Furthermore, the capability to forecast flexibility and control consumption depends on the available sensors and actuators. A sensitivity study (e.g. Monte-Carlo analysis) can be performed to study the effect of sensor availability on the flexibility analysis. The results of such a study could be used to develop sensor requirements and analyse the added value of integrating new sensors.

In the flexibility analysis of the decentralized climate systems, conclusions are primarily based on the thermal buffering capability of the room air, which is limited. The effect of energy storage in the thermal mass of the building should be studied further. Current room climate models are based on a first-order approach, in which rooms are not coupled to each other. These models are not suitable to perform detailed analysis of thermal storage effects. This approach was chosen to reduce computational complexity and enable integration in control systems. Studies show that preheating or precooling can contribute to energy efficiency [102], it is therefore hypothesized that this can also contribute to flexibility. An important question regards in which cases it is cost effective to use the thermal mass for flexibility purposes. A dynamic, coupled simulation, could be used to analyse the effects of energy storage in the thermal mass. Such models are computationally intensive, but offer an improved analysis the long-term flexibility and building comfort.

Finally, optimization and valuation methods were demonstrated. The optimization scheme performs well for the electric vehicle and sensible storage buffer cases. To improve the results of the optimization of decentralized heating/cooling, the effects of energy losses and the chosen trajectory should be integrated in the flexibility forecast and/or optimization scheme. This requires a further development of the optimization schemes. Although this can be done by BAM, it might be better to do this in cooperation with specialized partners (like research institutes).
Chapter 7: Conclusions

The aim of this study was to develop a technological framework to enable flexibility in the energy consumption/production of office buildings.

The need for such a solution comes from both the energy and the building services sectors. The electricity system is challenged with increased demand and increased amounts of decentralized, intermittent generators. This results in imbalances, high prices and capacity problems. Buildings can be part of the solution to these challenges, as they can provide flexibility in demand. By enabling flexible control, the building can provide trading/balancing services and congestion management services to the electricity system, while user comfort can be guaranteed. Processes that either contain a thermal- or electric buffer can become sources of flexibility.

Priority based control is introduced to enable flexible control of building processes. Low priority processes can postpone energy consumption, e.g. an empty room has a low priority for consuming energy. A priority bid is generated locally based on the current process state and expected needs. This information is communicated to a market which aggregates bids of all processes and sets the priority based on the suggested optimum. A forecast of the required energy at process level is therefore communicated to a business entity which optimizes the consumption trajectory based on market signals and forecasts.

User needs are integrated in the prioritization mechanism. This mechanism ensures that processes stay within the allowed bandwidth, while providing flexibility to the power system. The integration of comfort measures is different for each process. In general the user should always be in control of its environment, and able to change set-points at will.

To enable flexible control the end user needs to be connected to the market. Therefore, signals are exchanged between the building and a partner on the electricity system (e.g. an aggregator or a program responsible party). Signals exchanged are priority bids and flexibility forecasts. The latter provides the minimum and maximum energy consumption forecasts while bid curves are exchanged with the local (virtual) market. The implementation of the technological framework in a building requires assets to exchange information bi-directionally.

The available flexibility in an office building has been analysed for the Eneco World Office, in the context of a Smart Energy Collective project. Three main sources of flexibility were investigated; decentralized climate systems, electric vehicles and a sensible buffer. These processes were chosen based on the availability and applicability in the case study building.

From decentralized climate systems, about 30kW of flexibility is available. For sensible storage this is about 100-150kW while electric cars offer flexible power of 400kW (44 cars). The flexibility in decentralized climate systems is low since the building features air-air heating/cooling systems, which means that the room air temperature responds quickly to changes in heating/cooling settings. The effect of storing heat in the thermal mass should however be investigated further. Results suggest that the flexibility is sensitive to energy demand and user profiles.

The economical value of the flexibility depends on the market application. For optimal purchase schemes in which energy is bought at relative cheap moments, the value is about 0.04 €/kWh. Flexibility can be used to minimize deviations from the e-program (portfolio management), this can lead to a reduction in imbalance costs. The value of peak demand reduction is 11-18 €/kW yr, depending on the contracts.

Apart from value on the electricity market side, priority based control can also create value on the building side. The control framework can contribute to building efficiency and user comfort by using energy when and where it is needed. Flexibility can also be used to reduce
risks in energy service contracting as performance in terms of comfort and cost can be guaranteed.

In the future smart grid market, BAM can act as service integrator and aggregator of flexibility from buildings. By partnering with companies specialized in ICT, BAM can focus on performance, comfort and monitoring (core activities), while partners handle implementation. Considering the potential value of smart grid services in the built environment, and the market size, it is evident that the developing smart grid market provides opportunities for BAM Techniek. The provision of flexibility services can be a valuable addition to the energy services portfolio.
Chapter 8: Recommendations for BAM

[1] The adoption of the smart grid paradigm, and the integration of energy services in the built environment offers possibilities for enhanced service provision. BAM should pursue the opportunity for smart service energy provision in buildings.

[2] Focus on larger office buildings with relative new building management systems to be able to provide flexibility with limited investment costs. Installations like central climate systems, heat pumps, sensible buffers etc. can provide significant flexibility.

[3] Find specialized partners to outsource system implementation as a way to manage complexity, allowing BAM to focus on the core activities of energy management, energy performance and comfort.

[4] Further research should focus on the sensitivity of flexibility to sensor availability and process properties, and on the use of thermal mass for flexibility purposes.

[5] Optimization strategies and the effect of bid curves on comfort should be investigated and tested in the Smart Energy Collective Offices demonstration project.
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Appendix A: Global demand forecasting

The prediction module is a separate part in the priority control concept (see figure A1). In order to participate on the market, a day-ahead planning of the energy consumption per hour is required. The purpose of the consumption-production prediction module, introduced in this appendix is to make such predictions on building premises scale for the longer term.

![Diagram of the prediction module in relation to the other components in the priority based control framework.](image)

**Prediction module**

The module can be developed separately of other modules and new versions can be ‘plugged in’. In order to standardize forecasting module design for similar projects, the following design process is suggested (figure A2) consisting of typical system implementation process (plan, architecture/system design, implementation, testing and evaluation). The focus of this appendix is on the implantation and evaluation.

![Diagram of module design and implementation process.](image)

In the planning phase, requirements and available data have been determined. Sensitivity analysis was used to determine the most relevant parameters that have a significant influence on forecasting results. The forecasting will be based on those parameters.
Methods
Forecasting can be based on computational simulation of processes or on statistical methods, both of which can be data-driven. A building is a complex environment and users have a major influence on energy consumption. It is therefore difficult to provide accurate forecasts using building simulation models, in particular for the longer term. Forecasts on building (or area) scale based on aggregated data can be more accurate since errors in the prediction of individual processes are levelled out statistically (aggregated statistical error < individual error). The spatial resolution is less relevant since the forecast is on the scale of building premises; detailed information is thus not required. A statistical approach will be taken given that historical energy consumption data and weather data is available which may be assumed.

Using (linear) regression and/or artificial neural network methods, forecasts can be made based on historical data and external information like weather forecasts. Energy consumption patterns can for instance be related to weather predictions and historical consumption measurements. The advantage of this method is that limited knowledge about the underlying processes is required to be able to make a forecast, while the forecast methods can be adjusted when more data is available and are self-learning.

Artificial neural networks
Artificial neural networks (ANN) are capable of handling complex non-linear relations between input and output. Similar to biological ‘calculative systems’ (human brain), ANN’s work based on neurons. Figure A3 shows a schematic overview of the mathematical functioning of an ANN. A neuron which is basically a cell which sends out an impulse based on the sum of the input signals; when a threshold is reached, the neuronal will fire (activation function $z$ in figure A2). An ANN needs to be trained, in order to ‘learn’ how to relate input to output. Neurons are connected, and connections are weighted based on the network training ($\omega$ and $\theta$ in figure A2). Also the threshold at which the neurons fire can depend on training. Further information about the functioning of ANN can be found in, for example, in [104] and [105]. One of the strengths of ANN is the ability to link seemingly unrelated effects, and/or predicting parameters based on seemingly unrelated patterns (complex, non-linear relations).

![Figure A3: Schematic representation of a neural network node. Input from other neurons is accumulated, the activation function will ‘fire’ based on this summation of weighted ($\omega$) inputs, transfer function $z$ and bias $\theta$. [108]](image)

The ANN can then be viewed as a black box. By training, weights and thresholds will be adjusted to reduce the error. Based on error $\varepsilon_i$ in each prediction, the rooted mean squared error ($RMS\varepsilon_i$) is minimized.
Forecasting module requirements

General requirements for the forecast are included in table A1.

Table A1: General requirements for forecasting module

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Building premises scale electrical energy consumption forecast to be used for planning purposes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forecast horizon</td>
<td>14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-resolution</td>
<td>&lt;= 60 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial-resolution</td>
<td>Aggregated electric energy consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>High for day-ahead, but not otherwise specified. As a general rule the error should be less than available flexibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update frequency</td>
<td>&lt;= 60 min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance indicator</td>
<td>RMSE ( \in \text{CL}_{90} ) (root mean squared error with a 90% confidence level)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interface Class (output) for communicating with other modules

Class containing forecasted electrical powers \( P_1..P_i \), error ‘e’ and timestamp t

Other

Should be scalable, easy to maintain and capable of learning.

Demonstration

For demonstration purposes, an ANN implantation is implemented in Excel. The network is constructed according to specifications in table A2. Input signals are available from energy measurements and external data source (e.g. weather information). The network was trained for one hour. The performance of the network is included in table A3, the error distribution is included in figure A4. Forecasting results presented as time series are included in the report.

The network performs well, the error is <30% for 90% of the time. Also in comparison to regression analysis, forecasting performance is good. The ANN can be improved by training the network longer, having more training data (multi-year), and by alternating the network design in terms of neuron layout.

It should be pointed out that training data was also used for verification, this means that the network is performing very well within the training data. When a real forecast is made, accuracy will decrease as function of the forecast horizon. Including more data sources and/or higher quality data sources can improve the accuracy. By training the networks regularly, performance can be improved constantly. Figure A5 provides a possible training scheme.
Table A2: Artificial neural network specification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layers</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neurons in hidden layer</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activation function</td>
<td>Sigmoid: $O_f(x, \theta) = \frac{1}{1+e^{a(x, \theta)}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bias</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training goal</td>
<td>Minimize average square root error ($RMS_{e_i}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Time (day of the week, working day yes/no), Ambient temperature, Irradiation, Consumption history (6 samples of 24 hours in the past).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training data</td>
<td>Measured electrical energy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A3: Implemented artificial neural network performance

| Coefficient of determination ($R^2$) | 0.950 |
| 90% Confidence interval error | 20-30% |
| Average relative error | -0.3% |

Automated learning

By training the network regularly, forecasting results can be improved based on measured values. This also makes the forecasting module capable integrating new situation, a model based approach would require redesign. An example of a learning scheme is included in figure A3. Measured values are compared to the forecast output, the error can be minimized by engaging in training sessions automatically.

Figure A4: Automated learning scheme

Module implementation

The possible module class diagram is included in figure A6.
Figure A5: Energy forecast class diagram including interfaces (can be integrated with other modules)
Appendix B: Process models

The local process is where the energy is actually consumed and where control signals are applied. There are two functions that are performed for each process; forecasting of future flexibility and real-time control, both of which can be handled by an agent.

![Figure B1: Processes interacting with other components of priority based control framework.](image)

The local process

The ‘local process’ is a component providing a service in the building. A local process can, for example, be an electric car, a heat pump, storage vessel, fan or a room including heating/cooling systems. Real-time control function consists of creating bid functions based on the current and anticipated states, matching the central priority to the bid functions, and translating the allowed consumption into a control signal. The forecast function consists of forecasting minimum and maximum power consumptions/generation over a longer horizon. In order to these functions, the local process needs to be captured in a process models. Models can also be used for flexibility analysis during the design phase. For the design of new modules the following scheme is proposed. In this appendix, the focus in the planning and system design phases.

![Figure B2: Process model design and implementation process.](image)
Simulations of the expected future state are performed using the process models and available data on the current and expected values of environmental parameters. Comfort is guaranteed at all times so the minimum required energy is depending on the minimum service level required in the upcoming control periods. This is depending on user settings, building control settings and installation settings.

**General specification**

The purpose of the current module is to determine the value of flexibility and the suggestion of an optimal power so flexibility can be employed to maximum effect. A general description of functionality/requirements is provided in table B1.

*Table B1: General requirements for process models.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>Provide flexibility for the upcoming PTU’s</th>
<th>Provide real-time control and bidding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forecast horizon</td>
<td>Up to 14 days</td>
<td>Up to one PTU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time-resolution</td>
<td>1 PTU</td>
<td>Up to one PTU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatial-resolution</td>
<td>Process specific electric energy consumption</td>
<td>Process specific electric energy consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>High for day-ahead, but not otherwise specified.</td>
<td>High for next control cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update frequency</td>
<td>&lt;= 60 min.</td>
<td>60 seconds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance indicator</td>
<td>Predicted flexibility versus realized flexibility</td>
<td>Required energy versus resulting room state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interface Class (out) for communicating with other modules</td>
<td>![Flex](min, max) float</td>
<td>![Bld](min, max) float</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Should be scalable, easy to maintain and flexible (adjustable to new situations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Available process models
Available process models describe: room climate, electric vehicle charging and sensible thermal buffering in a storage vessel.

Decentralized climate control
Decentralized climate control is applied for the control of the local climate. Depending on the specific building installations; the temperature of spaces is maintained using radiators, cooling ceiling, fan coils etc. By allowing a temperature variation around the set-point provided by the user, flexibility in energy demand can be enabled.

Simulation models are used to determine the future state of the room depending on the current states and control actions. Hence, the flexible control of the room climate is a type of model predictive control. The model is based on the energy balance the room or zone (see figure B3). The model assumes heat is provided with fan coil units. The most significant contributors to the local climate are included in the energy balance. The simulation model is based on a first-order derivative of the physics describing heat exchange, storage and other effects. The model is solved quasi-statically to find the room temperature and update the boundaries. This approach is chosen to guarantee computational simplicity which contributes to scalability.

Figure B3: Schematic representation of a room, used as basis for model development.

Comparison to ESP-r
For the purpose of demonstrating the performance of the decentralized climate models, the results of the model were compared to building simulation environment ESP-r (ESP-r, 11.11-6935, 2012). A model was made in ESP-r and simulated with the same input parameters, user profiles and a similar climate profile. The room is 100m², heat is provided through ventilation. A comparison between the first-order approach developed here and ESP-r results is included in figure B4. From the results, it can be concluded that the decentralized climate process model performs well. The temperatures show a deviation in the afternoon, when there is solar irradiance which is not present in the ESP-r model (not taken into account). The total energy consumption is also similar, although the decentralized climate process model consumes less energy when there is solar irradiation.
Figure B4: Comparison of ESP-r and decentralized process model results for 2 days in winter.

Data sources
In table B2 potential data sources are included. When no data is available, estimated profiles can be used. Model accuracy is increased with more data.

Table B2: Data sources for decentralized climate process model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Data sources (sensors)</th>
<th>Building level sources (supporting or alternative)</th>
<th>Alternative in case no sensors present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>User presence</td>
<td>Presence, CO2, room agenda (Outlook/SAP)</td>
<td>Building access/security system</td>
<td>Assumed profiles based on type of zone, number of employees, office hours etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Thermostat, thermometers</td>
<td>Zone set-point or central set-point (reduced resolution)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lighting</td>
<td>(dim)switch, measured energy consumption, lux meter, daylight sensors</td>
<td>Central switch/control</td>
<td>Assumed lighting profiles based on type of lights, system settings and armatures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heating/ Cooling plant</td>
<td>Temperature sensors: air, water, Mass flow air/ water (trough installation).</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Central set-points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accumulation</td>
<td>Temperature sensors in walls and floors</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Measuring temperature in-/decrease when no one is present to determine RC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation</td>
<td>Flow meters, local fan rpm, electricity consumption of fans, valve settings, CO2 sensors</td>
<td>Central setting, fan flow rpm, electricity consumption, settings</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electric vehicles

Electric vehicles (EV) like electric bikes and cars are a direct source of electrical flexibility. The charging of a fleet of EV’s is not without consequence for the electricity infrastructure. If there are multiple EV’s which are plugged-in within a short amount of time (e.g. when employees arrive at work), peaks in power demand occur coursing congestion on the (local) grid.

Process model for electric vehicle charging

The model for charging/discharging of the battery is based on the applied power which influences the state of charge (SOC) of the battery. Charge loss as a function of time and/or temperature is not included in the current models, however the current models can easily be expanded. An overview of the model is included in figure B5. The charging poles can be controlled using on/off control of by controlling the output power over a range.

![Figure B5: Schematic representation of EV charging.](image)

Data sources

Information that is required to be able to forecast flexibility and control the charging of EV’s is included in table B3. Data availability is the biggest challenge in smart charging since this involves either state-of-the-art data management and/or interaction with the user.

Table B3: Data sources for electric vehicle charging model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Data sources (sensors)</th>
<th>Building level sources (supporting or alternative)</th>
<th>Alternative in case no sensors present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arrival time</td>
<td>Plugin detection at pole, agenda/reservation system (outlook, SAP), car GPS, phones etc.</td>
<td>Entrance barriers (counting)</td>
<td>Assumed profiles based on office hours and statistical models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Departure time</td>
<td>Provided by users, agenda/reservation system (outlook, SAP)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Assumed profiles based on office hours and statistical models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC at arrival</td>
<td>Measurements at the charger, communication with EV.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Provided by user</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required SOC at departure</td>
<td>Based on number of kilometre to be driven (user input)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Assuming SOC=1 is required.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Use scenarios
To analyse the potential flexibility statistical models for arrival and departure times and initial SOC are used. The two considered scenarios are 1) employees lease the cars and charge them at home and 2) cars are available for employees during the day. Normal distributions are used to determine arrival and departure times. The statistical models can be adjusted by the standard deviation and means of the normal distributions that are used to determine arrival and departure times. Examples for two scenarios are provided in figure B6. A random generator is used to provide the SOC of the battery at arrival reflecting differences in kilometres travelled, driving styles and car types.

![Figure B6: EV use scenarios](image)

Sensible heat storage buffer
The heat pump performs optimally at constant power or rpm. The number of switching actions and power also influences heat pump lifetime. To ensure more stable operation, a buffer vessel may be used. Using a storage vessel as buffer also leads to optimal flexibility in the operation of the heat pumps, practically decoupling heat demand of the building and the heat pump so heat pumps can be used at optimal times.

Process model for sensible storage buffer
For the simulation of the storage vessel an energetic model is used in which the temperature of the storage medium is based on the stored energy. The charging and discharging of the storage buffer is similar to battery charging. Losses to the environment are taken into account (assuming cylindrical shape). There are various alternatives to integrate the buffer, an example is presented in figure B7.

![Figure B7: Schematic representation of the buffer integrated between the heat pump (HP) and the distribution system (CV/GWK).](image)
**Data sources**
Required data sources are included in table B4.

*Table B4: Data sources for sensible heat storage model.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Data sources (sensors)</th>
<th>Building level sources (supporting or alternative)</th>
<th>Alternative in case no sensors present</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Buffer status</strong></td>
<td>Temperature sensors</td>
<td>Historical data</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(future) heat demand</td>
<td>Prediction module, historic data, profiles.</td>
<td>Depending on ambient temperature</td>
<td>Not include losses, assume profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heat pump efficiency and production</strong></td>
<td>Temperature sensors (in/out), electric consumption, switch mode/ control mode, mass flows.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Profiles, general indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Distribution system status</strong></td>
<td>Temperatures (in/out), mass flow</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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